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By Rickee Hill

On Patrol

DAILY STAFF WRITER

It’s 7 p.m., March 15 and
Officer Lee Tassio doublechecks the functions on his
patrol car headlights, spotlights and sirens. He then
takes note of the fuel level
and inventories the supplies
in the car, including a shotgun
and shells that are locked in
between the driver and passenger’s seats.
"We make sure nothing is
damaged," he said.
He removed the gun from
the car, took out the shells,
arid then reloaded it.
"(Officers) don’t want to be
blamed for the other’s mistakes: he said.
Tassio is taking his turn on
the night shift, something he
and his colleagues rotate
through.
While checking the radio,
Tassio explained what someone should to do if something
happened to him while on a
call.
"Push this button and tell
dispatch where we are," he
said. "Don’t worry about me.
Just run."
Tassio graduated from the
San Jose State University
criminal justice program and
worked as a security guard at
Great America before joining
the force at SJSU’s University
Police Department a year ago.
"It’s like a big family," Tassio said. "The chief knows me
by my first name."
Tassio compared UPD to a
larger agency and said people
Ben Liehenherg / Daily Staff

A night in the life of a UPD officer

By Rima Shah
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The two San Jose State University students involved in the
car accident in Arizona on Monday
were said to be in a stable condition, according to Rosemary Federico, house manager at Saint
Joseph’s Hospital in Phoenix.
Alma Aquina, a member of
MEChA and the Impact Party
candidate for legislative affairs for
the Associated Students’ elections,
went through an hour long precautionary operation on her pelvis
on Wednesday and was said to be
stable, according to Jose Lopez,
one of the other passengers
involved in the accident.
Aquina’s injuries included a
sprained neck and a broken leg and
pelvis, according to Adriana Cabrera-Garcia, MEChAs co-chair
According to Federico, Aquina
was shifted to the Intermediate
Care Area on Wednesday
Antonio Nunez, who was also
injured in the accident, is still in
intensive care and on a respirator
after suffering severe head
injuries, according to Lopez, who
was the Impact Party candidate
for the director of community
affairs for the A.S. elections.
Lopez, who escaped with mires*
injuries, said Nunez would be
required to wear a head brace for
about six months.
"It is nothing permanent,"
Lopez said."He should recover."
Lopez said the hospital was
supposed to remove the respirator
from Nunez today, but now they
weren’t sure.
Lopez is in Phoenix waiting for
Aquina and Nunez to recover.
He said it might take at least a
week before Aquina recovers and
maybe longer for Nunez.
Lopez said Aquina could either
wait in Arizona until she recovers
and is able to fly back on a standard plane or get flown back in a
hospital-authorized plane earlier.
Lopez said the lbyota 4-Runner, driven by Garcia, hit the left
side of the rail and rolled three
times but it wasn t exactly clear
what caused the vehicle to swerve.
Nunez, Aquina and Lopez were
there along with Alicia Casas and
Adriana Garcia at an annual
MEChA national conference in
lbxas, according to Cabrvra-Garria.

New ’National Lampoon’
movie features cheap humor
and predictable ending.
A & E, 8
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Officer Lee Tassio writes a citation for driving without a license as Officer Eric Wong searches though the trunk of the detainees
car. The car was towed and impounded for 30 days.
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Students may vote soon on VTA increase
directors and goes t. the A.S.
ballot next year, the university
could lose the program all
Students might have to vote together if the fee increase is
on whether they will accept a fee voted down.
If the university loses the
increase for their Valley Transportation Authority stickers at program, it will have a negative
the next Associated Students impact on the university, Zonobi
election, said Eyedin Zonobi, the said.
"More cars arid heavier traffic
manager of Associated Students
will surround San Jose State
Transportation Solutions.
Students are charged for the University," Zonobi said. "Not
stickers as part of their manda- just during peak hours most
tory enrollment fees, according of the day."
Zonobi said VTA is usually
to Zonobi.
The current stickers are valid good about informing the unifrom Jan. 23 to Sep. 9, and cost versity about potential policy
changes, but he said they didn’t
students $21.50.
Zonobi said if the fee increase contact SJSU soon enough about
is approved by the VTA board of the proposed fee raise.
By Andre
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"Our reaction was of disappointment and surprise," Zonobi
said. "They really should have
informed us earlier. They know
our policies."
Zonobi said the transportation company can’t just raise the
price of the transportation sticker it has to be voted on by the
students.
"We have a contract with
them," Zonobi said. "Before any
kind of a fare review, they are
supposed to have informed us.
We can’t just increase the fees.
We have to send this to student
elections."
He said the fee increase
would have been on the A.S. ballot last month, but the company

did not inform the university in
time.
"We have to sit down at the
table with them," Zonobi said.
"We don’t know how this is going
to affect us."
The transportation company
said the fee increase has been
proposed because of declining
economic conditions.
Zonobi said VTA wants to
raise the price as much as 15
percent.
"I think it’s fair because I
ride: junior social science major
Paul Wymore said. "If (Valley
Transportation Authority) is
raising the fees then it’s all
I users) ... it’s not San Jose State
putting on an extra tab because

they want to make extra money."
VTA Public Information Manager John Pilger said fee
increases are not a sure thing
yet, so it is too early to tell what
will happen.
"We are still holding meetings." Pilger said. "Nothing has
been decided yet."
Pilger said the board of directors wants to have further discussions before they make a
decision.
The board is expected to vote
on whether to raise fees on May
2, Pilger said.
If approved, the fee increases
would take place for public users
See

VTA, Page 4

Making the sign of peace Professor enjoys being
leader of Academic Senate
By Lori Hanley
DAIL) SlAtF WRIII R
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Amelia Han, a masters student in teaching English, studies flags displayed at the Flags for Peace
table before designing her own flag.

Signs of peace danced in the wind in front of
the Student Union yesterday.
Red, blue, green and yellow flags, each onesquare-foot, adorned a table near the art building.
"Please come make a peace flag. It’s free,"
international house director Leann Cherkasky
Makhni shouter! to students as they passed by.
Sponsored by international programs and
services, Flags for Peace gives an early start to
the third annual International Week taking
place April 8-12.
"We are looking for signs of peace from all
over the world in as many languages as we can
find. We are hoping to get hundreds," Cherkasky
Makhni said.
Two signs urged students to "pick a color
flag, draw or write to express your thoughts and
sign the guest book."
International students from Kenya, Singe
pore, Denmark and students from the United
States drew flags that called for peace with sayings such as "Give peace a chance" and "Guns
don’t make peace."
"We are trying to do something fun to promote peace and unity," said international student adviser Samantha Lu.
Cherkasky Makhni said the event had
already been successful, with about 40 peace
flags made in the first four hours.
Flags for Peace was started at the University
of St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minnesota, Lu said.
She said those who work in the international
programs and services office read about the idea
in its newsletter and decided to call the university for ideas.
Page 4
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Academic Senate Chair James
Brent does not usually talk in
metaphors, but finds it hard to not
relate himself to that guy in the center
of a ring with a top hat and whip.
"I don’t want to compare the Academic Senate to a circus, " Brent said.
"But I am a kind of ringmaster."
Instead of a whip and top hat he
has a gavel and wears a suit and tie.
According to Brent, one of the most
challenging aspects of his position is

**Faking the tight rope between faculty and administration.
Brent was recently re-elected unanimously as chairman.
The Academic Senate, which has 50
senators, is a governing body that is
made up mainly of administration and
faculty, but also includes student representatives. The senate reviews new
policy given by committees and implements changes for the entire university.
"I try to represent the interests of
the faculty, but also I have t,o maintain
See
Page 4
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Therapy awareness month kicks off
By Mimi Ntzucu
DAR Y S

Juggling. bake and craft sales,
along with displays were used to
create awareness of the occupational therapy program at San
Jose State University yesterday
afternoon.
National Occupational Therapy month is a time for people who
work in the field to become "proactive" and help others learn
about the profession, said Gordon
Burton, chair of the occupational

therapy department.
A group of graduate and
undergraduate students were
available to answer questions
and hand out information about
the different aspects of the program.
The students in the program
were part of a course in management and were assigned to do an
advocacy program, said student
Rupal Matani.
She said students in the program usually set up display
tables every semester to educate

students on campus and to get
students involved.
Graduate
student
Anna
DeLue said the group was able to
choose the type of project they
want,ed.
Some went to speak in medical
schools and elementary schools to
teach students about the program and what it involves, she
said.
Posters showed pictures of different occupational therapy clin-

see THERAPY.
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First times for everything, even apologies
A.S. election proves
that all votes count
there’s one thing to be learned from the AssoIfciated Students general elections, it’s this: every
vote counts.
Don’t think so?
Ask Ryan Grotz, who lost the A.S. presidency by
23 votes. That’s a "If only I had ..." waiting to happen. If only he had talked to one more class. If only
he had talked to one more student organization.
Who knows?
Ask Denise Olenak, who lost the position of
Director of Campus Climate Affairs by eight votes.
That’s eight more hands she could have shaken or
eight more fliers she could have distributed. Who
knows?
Ask Sam Cases, who would have been the vice
president if he received 34 more votes. That’s a difference that one classroom full of students, going to
vote could change.
Who knows?
By design, students are the only ones who know.
They are the ones who head to the polls, mark the
choices and make the decision. They decide who
wins and who losses. Whose campaigning and hard
work will earn a seat on A.S. and whose campaigning and hard work earns a pat on the back and a
"better luck next time."
But it seemed that this year some students could
care less.
Voter turnout was 2,406, which means that it
was 591 less than last year. More importantly it
means that there are still nearly 25,000 students
enrolled at this campus who didn’t vote.
Citing reasons such as not being informed, not
caring, not having the time, many students walked
right past the voting booths or the campaigning
candidates.
Being apathetic is easy, but losing by 23 votes
after campaigning - that’s hard.
Not taking the time to read a voter guide or listen to a candidate is easy, but having to explain to
a candidate that if talking to nine more students
could have changed the results - that’s hard.
And in usual SJSU fashion, most students again
took the easy way out this year.
A.S. isn’t the most thrilling or glorious organization on campus, but it definitely impacts the campus.
It decides where our fees go. It gives students a
voice. And if students care enough, A.S. can change
things.
But without the students behind it, A.S. is like a
running car with no one in the driver’s seat - it’s
not going anywhere.
Next year, instead of thinking "I don’t know if I
should vote" think, "Does one vot,e make a difference?"
Ask Grotz or Olenak or Cases. They’ll tell you.
Yes.

Let’s talk about going too far. It’s a
little late to still go on about
Associated Students election
star, but this, I feel, needs t,o be said.
We’ll start with Erik Grotz.
Grotz is the current A.S. vice president
and the winner of the Director of Faculty
Affairs seat in the n3cent elections.
Upon the election results being posted two weeks ago Wednesday, Grotz
was a pretty happy guy. He won his
seat. His Spartan Party friends won a
majority of their positions.
He was so happy in fact, that he felt
the need to act stupid. Because that’s
what people do when they’re happy act stupid.
The Impact Party, his party’s primary opposition in the election stood
about 15 yards behind the window
where the results were posted, in what
they called a "thank you circle."
They went around the circle thanking each person in the party for something they had done.
As this was going on, Grotz made
his move. He started yelling at them.
Making fun of them. Taunting them.
He said something to the effect of
"How’s that for integrity?" referring to one
of Impact’s campaign slogans and made a
comment to president Maribel Martinez
about how she will have fret working with
ATLANTIC FEATURE SYND
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Thursday
90.5 HSJS Ground Zero Radio
’The Morning After Show" reviews the
Razzae Awards and interviews Tom Green from
6 a.m. to 10 a.m. on 90.5 KSJS. For more information. contact Michelle at 924-4578
Anthropology and Behavioral
Science Club
Dr. William F Keegan will present
"Caribbean Archaeology?’ at 6 p.m. in the Washmelon Square Hall, Room 207. For more information. contact Auda at 956-1696
National Press Photographers
Association
Thum:lay night speaker series with Radler
Prize winning photographer Matt Rainey at
7,30 p.m. in the Art Building, Room 133.
Anemia Film Club
’Eat, Drink. Man. Woman" by Ang Lee at
9 p.m. in Sweeney Hall, Room 100. For more
information, contact Elena 286.8698.
Alpha Dmirmin Pi
WIth fraternity at 7,30 p.m. at the
Alpha Omicron Pi house at 373 E. San Fernando St. For more informetion, contact
Becky Cox at 29’2-6599
Women’s Studien
Dr Rona Halualani "Hawaiian Identity
and Cultural Politics’ from noon to 1,15 p.m.
in Findley Moorhead Hall. mom 2.38A. For
more information. contart Ims Helmbold et
974..5.590

Spartan Ad Society
Meeting at 5,30 p.m. in the Guadalupe
room of the Student Union. For more information. contact Lori at 885-1683.
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan
Weekly genend meeting to organize in
Admen Chwimo issues at 6 p.m. in the Chicano
Library Reeource Center. Module A. For more
information, contact Adriana //atria at 2.50-9’245.
Chicano Commencement Committee
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. the Chirtmo
Resource Library. For more information. contact
chicane_ cnnimencementWahosgrouie.rtim.
Campus Crusade For Christ
’Nightlife" at 8 p.m. in the Science building, Room 164. For more information. contact
Sam at ’297-2862 or Jeremy 297-7616.
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Body fat assessment from 1:30 p.m. to 3
pan. in Central Classroom Building. Room
221. Five dollars for students. For more information. contact Sherry at 206-7599.
School of Art & Design
Student gallery exhibitions from 10 R.M.
to 4 p.m. thmugh Friday in the Art end
Induetrial Studies buildings. For more information, contact John or Nicole at 924-43.30
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Maas at 12,10 p.m. at 300 S. 10th
St. For more information, enntari St.?, Mar
cia Kraime a 93/4-1610.

the Spartan Party again, alluding to difficulties Martinez has had worlcing with
Spartan Party board members.
He sprinkled some profanities here
and there and he was done. The Impact
Party, meanwhile, was thanking each
other - not even knowing who had
won and who had lost.
Immaturity aside, the bothersome
part of all this was that Grotz appeared
content, happy even, to work against
Martinez and the Impact Party. It happened for the past year, and his actions
made it clear that he wasn’t going to do
anything to change that. Nothing to let
the personal issues die and work for the
students.
I was ready to spend this whole colunui ripping into Grotz for his actions.
And contrary to what you may think,
that’s not what rm doing right now. This
is actually going somewhere.

;2002 MARK PARISI

Listening Hour Concert Series
Woodwind Quintet: studio of Isabelle
Chapuis Starr performing Francis Poulenc,
"Sextet" from 12:30 p.m. to 1,15 p.m. in the
Music Building concert hall. For more information, contact Joan Stubbe at 924-4631.

wyvyy.offthamark.com

Monday
Black Graduation
Black graduation committer. meetings everyone welcome at 7 p.m. in the Africana
Center in the modules next to the ATMs. For
more information, contact Traci et 265-2408.

Friday
Catholic Campus Ministry
Friday worship and social at 6 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Chapel at 300S 10th St. For
more information. contact Elizateth at 938.1610.
INVST - International and National
Voluntary Service Training
Applications due today to the center for
service learning in the Student Services Center. For more information, contact Mercedes
Torres at 9’24-3540.

Coalition for Social Justice.
Solidarity and Unity
Weekly meeting at 6 p.m. in the Pacheco
room to collectively organize events this semester. All student organizations are welcome.
alspirit.org
Meditation and meditation instruction
from 4 p.m. to 5,30 p.m. at the Tipi Chapel
next to Robert’s Booketore. For more informa.
tion, contact Roger at 605-1687.

Counseling Services
Relationship recovery support group from
I p.m. to 2 p.m. in the Administration building. Room 201. For information, contact Jen.
nifer Sharpies at 924-5910.

SJSU Faculty/f4taff Walking Club
Beginning/intermediate levels: take half
of your lunch and walk around campus.
Meets every Monday from 11:30 a.m. outside of the Career Center For more information, contact Teresa Backer at 924.6055.

Saturday

’Tuesday

Spartan Spectrum Dance Team
Auditions for 2002 football season at 9
a.m. in the MUMC Building Concert Hall. For
more information, contact Scott Pierson at
9’24-1.643.

Career Center
Sears is recruiting for security guards from
10,30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on the fifth floor of MacQuarrie Hall. For more infommtion, contact
Teresa at 92A-6055.

Sikh Student Association
Sikh youth conference ’2002 from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.tn. in the Engineering building, Room
189. For more inforrnation. contact Nevi at
510-378-6542.

Study Abroad Programs
Study Abroad fair from 10 11.111. to 2,30
p.m. in the Seventh Street Plaza For more
information, contact Dave Rudel at 924.5913.

Sunday
Chicano Commencement Committee
%eddy meeting at 2 pro in the Chicano
Resource Library. For mote information. contact
chicano commencemeneavabongroupscom
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So, I was ready to go on another A.S.
rant. But then something happened.
A moment of realization.
The day after Grotz’s night of fun,
my column about how he we need exPresident Leo Davila back was published. If you missed it, it was my typical Leo ribbing, only I did the same
thing as Erik Grotz - acted stupid.
Like Grotz, I went too far. I wrote
some things that offended people in a
way I never meant.
The point of that coltunn was that if
students don’t care, you get A.S. presidents like Davila. A point that I still
stand by.
But, like Grotz, I was caught up in
the moment. I said something about
his family. Made a joke involving his
children. Made his wife upset, made
the children’s godmother upset.
And, as much I try to get people
emotional when I write, this isn’t what
I meant.
Someone made me realize this on
that day. For that I say "thank you."
And I also apologize.
I’ve never apologized for any of the
things I’ve written in this colunm for
the past two years.
But there comes a tune when it’s
necessary to admit when you went too
far, and apologize for it.
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I apologize for involving innocent
children and a wife who have no place
being involved.
With that, rm turning this into a
Leo lovefest, but just doing what I
think is the right thing to do.
And I think in the post-election frenzy, there are a lot of people who probably still have to do the right thing.
If I can sit here and live up to the
fact that I was wrong when it comes to
Leo Davila - the man everybody
seems to think I hate more than Puff
Daddy (which is totally untrue,
because I really don’t like P-Diddy)
than I think a lot of people can use this
time to stop acting stupid.
I was listening the night the election
results were posted. I heard people say
mean things to those in other parties. I
heard the animosities still lingering. I
heard the same problems that make
A.S. ineffective for the students.
I’ve made my effort to make
amends, and now that elections are finished, other people have chances to
clean the slate.
There’s no reason to act stupid
again.
Mike Osegueda is the Spartan
Daily Opinion Editor.
"Oz-mosis" appears Thursdays.

Real-life Spring Break:
better than the DVD
preface to my readers: If it
appears that I’m mailing in
this week’s column, youll
have to forgive my hantssed effort.
I recently returned from a
Spring Break jaunt in Rosarito,
Mexico and my brain is still completely fried.
After five days of heavy drinking, heavy partying and light
sleeping, I’ve become a one-guy
pitctunan. There was my brain.
There was my brain on Spring
Break. Any questions?
No? Good. I’m probably not coherent enough to answer them anyway
Besides, Spring Break isn’t just
a vacation, it’s a phenomenon. It’s
an experience unlike any other;
The bender to end all benders.
MTV’s annual televised Spring
Break just doesn’t do it justice. You
have to be in your own exotic locale to
see, experience, and yes ifyou’re lucky
enough, taste and feel Spring Break
The experience is unlike any
other. It is literally a great party
with 900 of your peers day after
day after day.
Remember the movie Pinocchio?
Remember that Pleasure Island
place where all of the bad kids were
smoking, gambling and drinking?
Yupp, that’s Spring Break in
Mexico. Nothing is taboo and
there are no rules.
For the social tastes of some, I
just can’t describe some of the thing’s
that happened south of the border.
But just imagine a wild party.
Now add copious amounts of alcohol and soapy foam. MiX ill a couple
hundred half-naked young ladies.
I think you get the point. If you
don’t, I feel sorry for you.
Alter a week in the country, I’m
completely certain there is nothing illegal ID Mexico. Anytime you
can buy brass knuckles, ninja
stars and Bowie knives from
street vendors, well, you know you
have a completely lawless town.
Along the stune lines, seeing people walk down the street with open
containers and witnessing public
drug sales still kills me. It’s hilarious. Where else do you see this?
That’s beside the fact that anyone can buy performance-enhancing drugs at many of Rosarito’s
participating "pharmacies."
Also, you have to love the
crooked cops. It’s OK to get drunk
and go on a rampage, just as long
as you slip the arresting officer
you a couple $20s.
While sobering up in my motel
room last Thursday night, I developed six rules for surviving Spring
Break:
1. Pace yourself Drinking day-in
and day-out with little sleep wears
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on you. Don’t blow all of your energy
in one day. I could barely stand
under my own power let alone make
it to the dub by the fourth night.
2. Watch the drinking during the
day Being tanked by 5 p.m. makes it
difficult to enjoy the nightlife. On
Wednesday of my trip, one club
offered fn3e drinlcs - yes free drinks
- for four hours one afternoon.
Free chinks? Where they lcidding
me? I didn’t know where to start.
It was like a dream come true.
That was until I became nauseous
and took 45 minutes to walk back
to my motel.
3. When people say the sun
saps your strength, they’re not
kidding.
Try drinking 12 beers and
hanging out in the sun for five
hours. I became completely useless
and babbled incoherently the rest
of the day. I was like a younger,
more attractive Larry Flynt.
4. Avoid the donkey show at all
costs. Just trust me on this one.
5. The only Spanish I know is
"oerveza, por favor," so vacationing
with anyone who speaks the language is a tremendous asset. Thardts
to my friend Matt, I didn’t look like a
complete ass at the restaurant.
6. Don’t worry about trying to
keep up with the news. It’s impossible to do so. You just end up with
exchanges like this:
"Hmmmm...Milton
Berle
died," I mentioned to one of my
friends while reading the San
Diego Union-Tribune over breakfast.
"Wasn’t he dead already?" my
friend replied.
After enough tequila shots, body
shots (to Michelle from Fresno
State - thanks for the good time),
and shots to the head to kill a normal human being, I returned home
to Fairfield on Saturday for a little
R & R.
Once I got settled in, my dad
asked me what I did on Spring
Break.
"I don’t want to know," my mom
yelled covering her ears.
Good call, mom.
Chris Giouannetti is the
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
"Nu Shame" appears Thurs-
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San Jose State University Enrollment Services
Free printed
summer schedules
are available in the
Bookstore, Student
Union and Student
Services Center.

Why take a

Summer Course?
Get more out of your
academic year
By redistributing your courseload
through three terms, you’ll create
a more manageable schedule all year
round.

Move up your
graduation date
Take 3, 6 or even 9 units during the
summer. By how much will you
increase your earning power if you
enter the workforce a full term earlier?

Do you need to focus
on a particular class?
Taking a summer course can be
challenging and intense and it might be
the best way to master the material.

What about that grade
you’d rather forget?
Summer is a great time to repeat a
course for academic renewal.
You know you need to do it - why
procrastinate?

Registration

Eligibility

What will I need to register?
bo A Summer 2002 Schedule of Classes

Summer is state supported and
fees are reduced
for students.

Free printed schedules are available at the Student Services
Center (Ninth and San Fernando Streets) and Spartan
Bookstore. Student Union.
The complete schedule is also available online at http://
info.sjsu.edu
10’ A completed registration worksheet
Included in the SJSU Summer Schedule of C/asses.

There are no limits
on the cumulative
number of summer
units you may take
in your SJSU
career.

1.0 The SJSLI Catalog for descriptions of classes, major and minor
requirements, available from the Spartan Bookstore and onlinF
at http://info.sisu.edu
ro Your PIN number
If you lost it or forgot it. come to the Student Services Center.

Limited financial
aid is available to
those who qualified
for 2001-2002 aid.
Annual budget
limits will apply.
Check with
Financial Aid to
review your
eligibility for
summer aid.

When can I register?
TOUCH-SJSU will open on Tuesday, April 2. Hours: Monday Friday, 7:00 am - 7:00 pm. Your access time is based on the
last digit of your Social Security Number LAIR Digit
of SSW

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

Start Doy

Thursday. Apnl 4
Friday, April 5
Enday, Apnl 5
Tuesday. April 2
Tuesday. April 2
Tuesday. April 2
Wednesday. April 3
Wednesday. April 3
Wednesday, April 3
Thursday, April 4

Tim

1 00 pm
700 arn
1 00 pm
7,00 am
11:00 am
3:00 pm
7:00 am
1100 am
3,00 pm
700 am

TOUCH-SJSU:
408-283-7578
www.sjsu.edu/
depts/src/

Summer term
is an option.
If you choose
not to attend,
you will still receive
your registration
materials for Fall
2002 in early May.

Once I’ve registered, can I change my schedule?
If a course you want is full, search for open sections using
Touch-SJSU. Our system allows you to check back to see if
space reopened in the class.

Housing will be
available. Contact
the Housing Office
at 408-924-6180.

If yOur work or family obligations require you to alter your
schedule, you’ll have until three wOrking days before each
session starts (see chart below) to make your changes through
registratinn systeM.
the Tot ich
What if I forget to register?
You still gel lu ada aria drop courSeS, but not until the first week
of the session. After the first week, late registrants are assessed
a $25.00 late fee.

It’s less hectic
in the summer
Parking is easier and most campus
services are at full operation.

The entire schedule
will be updated as
necessary and is
available free at
http://info.sjsu.edu

Meal plans
for summer can
be arranged
through the
Dining Commons
et 408-924-1740.

Disabled Students
The Disability ReSOurCe Center Will provide registration
digability, are
assistant,. !or all students who, becaillig
unable to utilize TOUCH-SJSU. For further information, call 408924 -6000

Who is eligible?
1.0 Students in good standing
Fall 2001 students in good standing who did not enroll in
Spring 2002 do not need to reapply for admission and may
register through Touchtone
so Continuing students from Spring 2002
Except students with a May 2002 graduation date
admitted under-graduate and graduate
students for Fall 2002 who are cleared to register
prior to each session’s last day to add courses
Frosh must have the scores from the required placement
exams as specified in your admission letter. In addition.
Frosh must attend mandatory adv,sing and registration
Session.

AA’ Newly

Can SJSU students attend through
Open University?
No, matriculated SJSU students, Including international
students, may not attend Summer term via Open university.

Do I HAVE to attend Summer term?
No, students are not required to attend summer term to
maintain matriculation status at SJSU.
You will be mailed Fall 2001 registration instructions at a
later date.

Summer Session Fees
State University Fee
Undergraduate
105 00 per unit

1 0 - 6 0 units
up IO $414 MaXID1uM

(La. 3 units 3 X $106.00 = $316.00: 5 units $414.00 moximum foe)

indergraduate 6 1 - or more ursIS
’5 00 per unit up to $714 maximum
9.. 9 uelts . 9 X $75.00 $11713.00; 12 units

$714.00 maximum foal

1 0 - 6 0 units
,adeate
"
ner unit up to $438 maximum
Se 3 units 3 X $110.00 $330.00; 5 units $438 00

Graduate
80

6.1

-

is-aximuni

We 9 units = 9 X S80 00 = 4720 00. 12 units

Mandatory

maximum feel

or more units
4753.00 maximum Tea)

Campus Miscellaneous Fees

- $135 50

Non-residents
Pay at additional

JU per unit

Plus Venial, Optional or parking paring RISS

Summary of course titles being offered as of Thursday, March 15, 2002 (Updates will be available online at http://info.s(su.edu)

A
AAS 03 ,A
AAS 033B
AE +80
AE 295A
AE 2958
AE 299
AFAR ’90
AFAM INI3R
AFAR I913S
Al ’02
AJ 32
AJ 133
AJ 137
AJ 170
AJ 188
AMS IS!?
AMS
AMS 180
ANTH 114
ANTH 122
ANTH 140
ANTH 146
ANTH 160
ANTH 180
ANTH 184
ANTH 260
ANTH 299
APSC 157
ART 012
ART 014
ART 024
ART 026
ART 046
ART 133
ART 134
ART 139
ART 140
ART 14,
ART 162
ARTH 0708
AFITH 072
AFITH 1938
ASIA 104
ASIA 1090
ASIA 114
AStA ’9313

AS AM US HISNPOL
AS AM US HIST/POL
INDIVIDUAL STUDIES
PROJECT I
PROJECT II
THESIS
INTERN COMMNTY DEV
RACE. DRUGS HN
TERRORISM REL ETH
POLICE AND SOCIETY
WOMN MNRTIES LAW
TERRORISM CJS
INTELLIGENCE
INTERNSHIP AJ
PROF BUS ETHICS
NAT WORLD CULT
AMER DREAM
INDIVIDUAL STUDIES
LEGACY OF ASIA
MAGIC SCIENCE RELI
HUMAN SEXUALITY
CULTURE CONFLICT
RECON LOST DVS
INDIVIDUAL STUDIES
DIRECTED READING
INDIVIDUAL STUDIES
MASTER S IMES’S
COMM ACTION SERV
2 D CONCEPTS
COLOR
BEGINNING DRAWING
REPRESENTL DRAWING
INTRO TO CERAMICS
CERAMIC SCULPTURE
ADVANCED CERAMICS
MULTICULTURAL ARTS
GLASS
GLAS CAST ADV BLOW
WATERCOLOR
ART HIST REN MOD
DESIGN IN SOCIETY
EAST WEST IN ART
PHIL OF ASIA
HIST CHINA FR ’BOO
LEGACY Of ASIA
EAST WEST IN ART

BIO 21ST CENTURY
HUMAN GENETICS
LAB ELFC FOR SCI I
LABORATORY
HUMAN SEXUALITY
NOV STUDIES
BIOL leo
FLD STUDIES SKIL
EOM 190
RESEARCH
8101 298
MA THESIS OR PROJ
MOE 209
FINANCIAL ACCOUNT
BUS, 020
MANAGERIAL ACCTO
SUSI 021
BLASI 120A AC,CTG INFO SYSTEIAS
BUS, 1208 ADV AIS&RISK ASSESS
EIUS1 121A INTER ACC TG I
EAUSI 1218 INTER ACCTG II
SUSI 122A COST MANAGEMENT
SUSI 23A TAX FACTOR SUS INV
ADV ACCTO
BUS, 126
ACCT NON.PFIF ORO
BUS, 128
SUSI 129A FINANOAL AUDITING
gust I 70
FUND ()F FINANCE
Bug, 171A FiNANCIAL iNSTIT
SUSI 1718 COPAMERCIAL BANKING
BUST 72A INVESTMT ANALYSiS
SUSI 173A FIN MGT THEORY POL
INTER BUS FIN
BUS, 177
BUS STATISTICS
BUS2 090
BUS2 100W BUS COMMUNICATION
MKTG RESEARCH HKSPM
BUS2 104
INTRO TO MARKETING
BUS2 +30
BUS2 +32A MKTG CHRIS INSTI
13US2 133A iNTEPINTL MARKETNO
BUS2 , 34A CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR
Eked ,34B MARKETING COM
PROD PENCE STRAT
BUS2
MKTG RESEARCH
BUS2 138
MARICETING MANAGE
SU82 139
BUS2 TSOF INDY STUDY MKTG
PROF BUS ETHICS
BUS2 186
R101 010
ROL I
13101 120A
8101. I20A
8101 140

BUS2
BUS3
BUS3
BUS3
BuS3

190
001
IS?
+04

lan

BUS3 145
BLIS3 157
BUS3 159
BuSl +60
BUS3 107
FIUS3 ’89
BOS3 ’N’A
BUS3 + 9+B
BUS4 092
BUSA 093
BUSA 108
Bus.4 t 1
BUS4
BUS4
BUS.
BUS4
BUSA
BUS4
BUS..

’12
118B
OlIC
1 INA
INS
’801
’88

CA 13g
CA 160
CD 015
CD 102
CD 108
CD 140
CD 160
CD 180
CD 162
CD 24 i
CE 108
CE 108
CE ISO
CE 298
CE 299
CHE ICI9
CHF 180
CHE 29e
CHE 209
CHEM 135
CHEM 180
DIEM 298
CHEM 211g
CMPE 040
F,MPF 346
L;MPE +24
CMPE 124
CMPE 126
CMPF 127
CMPE 127
Clef 201
CAVE 206
CPAPE 221
CMPE 232
(APE 296
COMM 010
COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM

020
041
OAS
’01
COMM 110
COMM 141
COMM I44
COMM 142
COMM 157
COMM 174
COMNI 105
CS 100W
CS 120A
CS 120A
CS 130
CS 146
CS NE7
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS

149
151
157A
180
, 728

CS 180
CS 298

OUANT BUS ANALYSIS
INTRO HOSRTALITY
FUND OF HOTEL OPER
MKTG RESEAFICH HSPM
FUND OF OPER MGMT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
LGL&REG ISSUES HRM
SENIOR SFM IN HRM
FUND MGMTORG BEH
GLOBAL CAMENSN BUS
STRATEGIC MOMT
APPRENTICE iN HSPM
RNSHIP HSPM II
INTRO BUS PROG
INTRO SYS ANAL/DSG
HSPTY INFO SYSTEMS
INTRO TELECOM
INTRO DB MORT SYS
EXEC SUPP/EXP SYS
SYS SECURITY/OP/SYS
PRACTICUIA IN MIS
BUS STRAT INFO SYS
IND STUDIES MIS
BUSINESS SYSTEMS

MULTICULTURAL ARTS
INDivIDUAL STUDIES
HUMAN LiEE SPAN
DES/ OF SELF IN SOC
CONCEPTS OF CHILD
HUMAN SEXUALITY
CHILD DEV PRACT
LABORATORY
CHLD/ADOL MULT
EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
LABORATORY
ROUTE INTEFI SURVEY
INDY STUDES
SPECIAL PROBLEMS
MASTERS THESIS
HEAT TRANS ELECTR
INDIVIDUAL STUDIES
SP PRO8 CHEM ENGR
MASTERS THESIS
GEN BIOCHEM
IND1V STUDIES
RESEARCH
MASTERS THESIS
COUPE I
LABORATORY
DIGITAL DESIGN’
LABORATORY
ALG DATA STR DES
LABORATORY
MICROPROC DESIGN 1
COMP MEMORY DESIGN
COMP NETINRK DESIGN
SOFTWARE ENGR
00 LEUSE SOFT ENG
SPECIAL PROBLEMS
COMM AND RELATIONS
PUINIAC SPEAKING
CR1T DEC MAKING
GOMM CRITICISM
INTRO COMM STUDIES
INTERPERSONAL COMM
SMALL GROUP COMM
OFKILANI7A C.DAMGMCA
RHET PUBLIC LIFE
COMM ACTION 4 SERV
INTERCULT COMM
COMM AND MOBILITY
WRITING WORKSHOF’
LAB ELFC FOR SCA I
LABORATORY
WINDOWS PRDIRAMING
DATA %TRUCE AI CL
COMP ARCHITECTURE
OPERATING SYSTEMS
OBJECT ORNTD DSOS
DATA BS PAAN SYS t
SOFTWARE MGR
UNIX SYS ADM
INDIVIDUAL STUDES
MASTER S WRING PALL

DANC 6466
DANC ’48
DANC 148
DRAM +31
DRAM 144
DRAM 167
DSGD 083
DSGD 099
OSIT 098
DSIT 106

ECON 001A
EGON 001B
EGON ’80
EGON 85
EGON 257
ECON 285
EGON 298
EGON 299
EDAD 2428
EDAD 253
EDAD 275C
EDAD 275D
EDAD 285A
EDAD 298
EDCO 221
FOCO 244G
EDCO 26e
EDCO 283
EDCO 287
FOC 289
EDCO 292
EDCO 293
EDGO 294
EDCO 208
EDEL 102
EDEL 103
EDEL I08A
EDEL I13813
EDEL
EDEL 10/31)
EDEL 143A

EMI 143e
EDIT 122
EDIT
EDT
EDIT
EDIT

122
124
124
180

EDIT 188
EDIT 22,
EDIT 241
EDT 242
EDIT 272
EDIT 278
EDT 278
EDIT 298
EDLD 221
EDSC ’30A
EDSC +84X
EDSE 012B
EDSE 102
EDSE 107
EDSE 1 IAA
EDI3E + ,8
EDSE 179
EDSE 180
EDSE 192
EDSE 2’5
EDSE 21 TA
EDAM 21713
ED& 224
FOSE 226
EDSE 227
EDS( 228
EDSE 229
FOSE 232
FOSE 233
EDSE 234
FOSE 24i
FOSE 286
ELME
EDS!
EDTE
EDTE
EDTE
EDTE

290
299
180
190
225
246

BEG SOCIAL DANCE
AC TNITY
CHILDREN’S DANCE
STORYTELLING
SHAKESPEARE
CHILDRENS THEATRE
DIGITAL APPS BASIC
INTRO TO TYPOGRAPHY
ARCH FORUM
ARCH PROJ MATERIAL

PPM Of ECON
EARN OF EGON
INDY STUDIES
APPLD EGON 1NTRN
ECON OF ERGONOMICS
APPLIED ECONINTRN
SPEC STUDY
MA THESIS PROJECT
ADMIN FLO EXP
SEM ADM EDUC SET
DIVERSITY SCHOOL
POL/ECO OF EDUC
ADV FLO PEER COACH
IND S TOPES IN ED
RES SEM IN ED
CULT PERSP COLM
ED CAREER PLAN
ADV EN ASSESS
SEM GUI SYS ANALY
SIM PROF COONS
SUPV FXP COUNS
PRAC CHILD IL SUB
ABUSE
PRACT IN SELF DEV
SPECIAL STUDIES
PSYCH FNONS ECUC
SOC MULCLIL FND ED
CURR ROW/LANG ARTS
CURR SCIENCE
CURTI SOCIAL STU
CURR MATH
ORIEN TO STU TEACH
STU TEACHING PRACT
ACTIVITY
MOCRCODMPUTERS
ACTNITY
EVAL CAI SOFTWARE
INDY STUDIES
uSING INSTR MEDIA
RES SEM IN ED
EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
PRACTICUM IN IT
ED INFO II DIST LNG
ACTN1TY
INSTR 1NACT VIDEO
SPECIAL STUDIES
RES SEM IN ED
ROG LANCE AND INST
STD! TCHG I
SIGN EXAC ENOL II
L SP NORMENCP IND
ED ST MILD SEV ENS
ASL 111
ADV THEOR PRAC MC
MON BE PINO8 Ex IN
IRON STUDIES
MAOIST EXCEP PUPIL
ASSESSMENT
DIFI tCHNO I LH
DR TCHNO N LH
METHS FALL IN SP ED
LNG STRATS SEC LH
CROSSCUT ERLY INT
COLLA8 I CONS IN SE
TRANS SER COOR GS
THEO SYS WIT RDO
ADVROOCOMPSKSOISAS
FIELDWORK SE $ RS
C,OPAPTR SPEC INV
SEM ICH ExCEP IND
SPECIAL STUDIES
MA THESIS
INDY STUDIES
HEALTH ED
Th1171. DUAL L NG INS
CLASS FII.4 MOT GOV

Li LANG/LIT DEVIL
SPEC STUDES
AAASTERS THESIS
COMM ACTION & SERV
INTRO CKT ANALYSIS
NETVVORK ANALYSIS
ELECTR DES/GN
LABORATORY
DIGITAL&ANALOG COMM
WIRELESS COMM
SPEC PROS
COMPOSITION
.ENGL 0018 COMPOS1TiON
ENGL 010
GREAT WORKS OF LIT
ENGL ’00W WRTG WRKSHP ENGL
STUDY
ENGL 103
MODERN ENGLISH
ENGL 112A CHILDRENS LIT
ENGL ’32
SEM ADV GREAT WRiT
SHAKESPEARE 1
ENGL +44
ETHN1CiTY IN AMER LIT
ENGL +69
INDY STUDIES
ENGL 180
WRIT INTERN
ENGL 99
SEM
EDTE 2152
EDTE 298
EDTE 299
EDUC 157
EE 098
EE 110
EE 122
EE ’22
EE 180
EE 255
EE 298
ENGL 001A

ENOL 298
EMIR OW
ENOR 010
ENGR 100W
ENGR 100W
ENGR 125
ENGR i26
FNGR 130
ENGR las
ENGR +57

SPEC STUDY
INTRO TO ENGR
LABORATORY
ENGR REPORTS
LABORATORY
SOFTWARE ENGIN 1
ALG DATA STFT DES
ENGR PROB AND STAT
SOFTWARE ENGR
COMM ACTION & SERV
ENGR ANALYSIS
LABORATORY
SYSTEMS ENDA
ENGR MANAGEMENT
LABORATORy
SOFTWARE OUAL TEST

ENGR 201
ENGR 202
ENGR 202
ENGR 203
ENTER 252
ENGR 252
& DISTR OBJECT
ENDA 2134
LABORATORy
ENGR 264
ENGR ?NSA PROJECT ,
ENGR 295E1 PROJECT II
ENGIN 297D SPECIAL TOPICSMFG
INTRO ENV LAW
EWS 124
ALTER ENERGY STRATI)
ENVS ’33
ENVS 59
NAT & WORLD CULT

a
GEOG 001
0E03 10,
0E00 GIS
GEOG ISO
GEOG 197
GE00 208
GEOG 299
0E01 , 0,
(Mel 1011.
GEC& ’05
GEOL 129
0E01299
GERO 0,5
GERD 099
OERO ,07

HA +57
HIST 050
HIST I0913
HIST 114
HIST 17,
HIST 180
HIST 184
FAST Ism
HIST 109
WEB 100W
HPRF 136
HS 00,
111 015
HS 135
40
HS ,69

.9964
HERM
HSPM
HSPIA
HSPIA
mspig
HSPM

GEOG NATURAL ENv
GLOBAL GEOGRAPHY
CALIFORNiA
INDY STUDIES
GEOG INTERN.SHIP
SPECIAL STUDY
MA THESIS/PROJECT
GENERAL GEOLOGY
GENERAL GEC& LAB
GEN OC.FANOGRAPPer
FIELD GEOLOGY
MASTERS THESiS
HuMAN LIFE SPAN
DEATH DYING OWL
AGING AND SOCIETY

COMM ACTION SERy
HISTORCAL PROCESS
HIST CHINA FR 1800
LEGACY OF ASiA
AMER CONSTITUTION
NON STUDIES
DIRECTED READING
CALIFORNIA FR 1900
HISTORy INTERNSHIP
WRITING WORKSHOP
HLTH MIATICULTURE
UNDERSTAND HEALTH
HUMAN UFE
141,14 MuinCuLTURE
HUMAN SEXUALITY

DIVPISTWSTRESSAILTYI
INTRO HOSPITALITY
102
FUND OF HOTEL OPfR
104
MKTG RESEARCH HOPPA
106
PISPTY SOO SYSTEMS
180
INONIDUAL STUDIES
, at* APPRENTICE IN HOPPA
1910 INTERNSHIP IISPM II

HuM 128
HUM 159
HUM 169
HUM 191
HUP 032
HUP 048A
HUP eel*
HUP 069
HUP 163
HUP IN?
HUP 170C
HUP 170D
HUP 175
HUP 175
HUP ’60
HEAP la.
HUP ’85
HUP i97C
HUP IN8
HUP 259
HUP 2130
HUP 28S
HUP 298
KR 292

ISE 125
iSE 130
,80
ISE 24,
ISE 297
ISE 298

LEIR 200
LIBR 202
LiBR 204
LIBR210
LIBR 220
LISP 733
LIBR 240
LIBR 244
LIBR 248
LIEIR 249
LeR 257
26,
L
LIBR 262
UDR 2ee
LIEIR 275
LiBR 28 +
LiBR 283
LIBR 284
LeR 286
LINN 287
UDR 294
LIBR2s5
LOIN 298
L1BR 299
LING 10,
LA,P3 , 90
LLD 00,
LLD 00i
LLD
LLD
LLD
LLD
LLD
LLD
LLD

002
099
107
104
292
200
299

MAS , 75
MATE 75
MATE tap
MATE 280
MATE 298
MATE
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH

299
030P
03,
032
042
070

DEATH DYING PEI.
LEGACY OF ASIA
TWENTIETH CENTURY
NAT WORLD CuLT
AMER DREAM
REL1G iN AMERICA
AER081CS
BEG SOCIAL DANCE
BEGIN HATHA YOGA
STRESS MANAGEMENT
PINS NT NUTRT
DNRSTY ’STRESS HUH
FIELDWORK ADAPTED
FLDWRIC SPORT MNGMT
ACTIVITY
MEASEVAL IN HUP
IND STUDIES
DIRECTED READING
SENIOR SEMINAR
CLINICAL INTERN
INTERNSHIP IN HUP
ADV APA INTERNSHIP
ADV FLDYVK SPRT MGT
INTERN HUMAN PERE
SPEC STUDIES P E
MASTERS THESIS

SOFTWARE ENGR
EN013 PROB AND STAT
INDNID STUDIES
ADV OPER PLCONTRL
SP TOPICS IF
SPEC PROB

iNFO SOCIETY
INFO RETRIEVAL
INFO CRON & PAGFAT
REFERENCE INFO
SERVICES
RSCSINFO PROF&DISC
SCHOOL MEDIA CENT
iNFO TECH TOOLS&APLC
ONLINE SEARCHING
BEG CAT & CLASS
ADv CAT & CLASS
RECRD MOND
RES CHILD 6 , 2
RES YOUNG ADULTS
COLLECTION MGMT
LIBR SEV Dv GOMM
COLL 00 CONTEPAP
LIBRARy MARKET
SEM ARCHY RCRD MGMT
INTF RPER COM SKit
DM INF Sco
PRACTICUM
SCH LiBR FIELDWORK
SPECIAL STUD",
MA THESIS/PROJECT
INTRO TO LING
INDVID STUDIES
ACADEMIC ENGLISH
ACTiVITY
ACADEMIC ENCit
GRAM FOR WRITE RS
PATTERNS ENGL
SEC LANG Df v TFAL
ESP SPEC./ +LIPL5
NON STUDIES
THESIS

CMP CULT INDO HISP
MOMAT A DEMCES
IND STUDES
THEORY SEW MATES
MAT E PROJECT
MASTERS THESIS
CAL AnTH PRECAL

CALCULUS
CALCULUS IN
DISCRETE MATH
FINITE MATH
MATH TOO* WRITING WORKSHY!,
MATH 129A UNEAR ALGEBRA i
MATH ,33A ORD DEE EC)
MATH 118, A APPLIED STATS

MATH I80
MATH 298
MATH 299

iNDVID STUDIES
SPECIAL STUDY
MASTERS THESIS

MCOM 072 MCOM SOCAETY
MOM IGOR VVRTO WI(HP M COMo
INTERNSHP
MC,OM In!
MCOM ’39 SPECIALIZED WRTG
PACOM 80
INDV STUDIES
MCOM 26C STRATEGIC COMM
MCOM 298 SP STUDIES M C
%COM 299 MASS COMM THESIS
AJE is,
DYNAMICS
AAE log
HEAT TRANS ELECTR
s4E III
FLUID MECH
THERMODYNAMICS
ME 113
ME +14
mE L 4
ME 154
ME +80
ME 295A
ME ass
ME 299
mE-TR OTO
META t 20A
METR 120A
MiCR 180
1.4uSC 120

RUCS 120A
RUCS ’20A
NuFS 001
PAWS 009
NUFS 102
NUFS ’04
NUFS 108
NUFS 106A
NUFS 135
NAOS 163
NUFS 180
NUFS ’9TA
NUFS 19,8
NUFS +92
RUES 260A
RUES 298
RUES 299
NURS +0,13
NURS
NURS
SUFIS
NURS
NURS

’OA
135
1478
212
2360

LABORATORY
THERMAL ENGR
MECH ENOR DESIGN
’NM, STUDIES
ME PROJECT
ME PROJECT a
MASTER’S THESIS
WEATHER CURATE
LAB ELEC FOR SC,
LABORATORy
INDY STUDES
WORLDS OF JAZZ

LAB ELEC FOR SC1 I
LABORATORY
INTRO HOSINTALiTY
INTRO HuMAN NUTR
FUND OF HOTEL OPER
MKTG RESEARCH HSPM
HSPTY INFO SYSTEMS
NAIR META8
HLTH MULTICULTURE
PHYS fit NUTRIT
INDIVIDUAL STUDIES
APPRENTICE IN 14SPM
INTERNSHIP HSPM
FLD EXP NUFS2PKG
DETET1C INTERNSHiP
SPECIAL STUDIES
MAS THESIS OR PRal
COMPETENCY
ASSESSMENT
HEALTH ASSESSMENT
HLTH MULTICULTURE
NURSING PRACT N B
CURRICULUM DEVELOP
MG ADM MAC

OCTH ’35

HLTH INULTICULTURE

PAPA 295
PAM 2913
PHIL 0+0
pF5L 104

TOPICS PUEILIC AMIN
SPECIAL PROBLEMS
INTRO TO PHIL
PHIL OF ASIA
SCI TECH HUM VAL
PROF BUS
FUND OF PHYSICS

PHIL +10
PHIL 186
PHYS 002A
PHIS 002A
PAWS 0028
PHIS CO28
PARS 050
PHYS 050
PHYS 051
PHYS 051
PINS 052
PHYS 062
PHYS 120A
PHYS 120A
PHyS
owes ,64
PHYS 298
PHIS 29I)
POLS 001
POLS 020
POLS 10+
pots 124
POLS ’50
POLS ’SO
pOLS
P(XS 164
PSYC Ole

mica

LASORATORY
FUND OF PHYSICS
LABORATORY

%Nom 91.19s.cs

15A
INS
180
LEM
PSYC 298

INTRO TO RES METH
ABNORMAL PSY
PSYCH TESTS AAEAS
SEXIAL PST
THEORY METH COUNS
INDY STLIC.ES
DIRECTED READING
SPECIAL

RECi 0,0
RECL 0+5
RECL +80
RECL
RECL 270
RECL 2988
RED 2N8C
PEL S 099
RELS +04
FILLS 114

GREAT MEANING L./FE
HUMAN LIFE SPAN
IRON STUDY
DIRECTED READING
GRAD INTERN IN REC
SPEC STUDY COMP Ex
SPEC STUDY IND INV
DEATH DYING REL
PHIL OF ASIA
LEGACY OF ASIA

RELS
RELS
RELS
RTVF
FITVF
RTVF
RTVF

MAGIC SCIENCE RELI
iNEW STUDIES
RELIC IN AMERICA
ACTIVITy
TELEVISOR PF1ODUCTN
SPECIAL TOPCS RTvF
ACTMTY

018
110
1,7

PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC

mce

122
180
191
’71
171
’85

SCI 157
SCA 298
SCWK ,07
SCWK INS
SCWK 222
SCWK 223
SCW14 232
SCWK 240
SCWK 260
SCWK 262
SCVnc 270
SCWK 298
SOCI 080
SOCi 103
SOO 104
SOO 10/
SOCI ,16
SOCI +62
SOCS ,00W
SOCS 190
SOCS 298
STAT 095

COMM ACTION 6 SERV
RESEARCH
AGING AND SOCIETY
SERV CHILDRWYOUTH
TRANS ADV GEN
TRANS ADV GEN II
SOC W PRACT 111
RES METHOD DES
POL PRAC CHILD FAN
SOC W DRAG ADDLES
POI PRAC SCHOOLS
SPECIAL StUDy
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
COMPUTER APP SOCi
OuANTiT RES METH
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BRENT President can run two years

THERAPY students had bake sale
continued from Page I
ics that can be found on campus.
Susanna Coffin, a graduate
student, said students in occupational therapy are required to do
work in the mental health, gerontology, physical disabilities or
pediatric clinics.
"It gives us a chance to practice while we are learning about
theories. It’s hands-on experience," she said.
Honora Hunter and Tom Dick
juggled not only to catch the
attention of students, but also to
show how juggling helps in therapeutic ways.
Hunter said juggling can be
used to analyze 50 different functions of the body including sensory awareness, pain response, postural control and coping skills.
"Teenage boys who don’t want
to do other activities may be more
motivated to juggle," she said. "If
they do it for a long period of
time, it can help their endurance
and strengthen their muscles."
Hunter juggled using "flower
sticks," where she juggles and
balances a stick back and forth
with two other sticks.
Freshman Amanda Harringt,on stopped by to try to juggle
with the sticks and to learn how

continued front Page I

it is used in therapy.
She said the juggling caught
her attention and she thought it
was a good idea to get students to
stop by.
Dick juggled using a diabolo, a
Chinese toy that uses two stick
swhich are attached by a string.
The spinning diabolo is balanced
on the string and can be tossed
around for different tricks.
He said he has been juggling
since 1996 and will use his juggling skills for therapy purposes.
The vases on sale were made
by Matani and cost $5. The vases
were made from a glass jar with
twisted metal wires wound
around it for decoration.
Students also had a chance to
chtim
vat/
purchase materials and decorate
Susanna Coffin, left, watches Honora Hunter demonstrate theratheir own vases.
She said making vases could peutic juggling in front of Clark Library. Coffin and Honora promotbe used to analyze a patient’s ed the occupational therapy program Wednesday afternoon to
mental and physical functions,
while it can also serve as a form passersby.
senior Amy Allen offered them
The group also encouraged
of treatment.
"It helps people with cognitive use of a "reacher", a mechanical him to pick up other items with
problems or difficulty initiating tool to help people with problems the tool to understand how it
an activity to learn how to do reaching up or bending over, to works.
"It’s pretty easy to use like
things in sequences," she said. pick up their treat.
Vincent Dinh, who stopped by an extra hand," he said.
"There are a lot of steps involved,
and we go from a simple task t,o after seeing the jugglers and food
The money made from the
more complicated ones."
on sale, used the "reacher" to pick bake and vase sale go toward the
When students stopped by to up a cookie he purchased at the graduation for occupational therbuy items from the bake sale, table.
apy students.

VTATransportation agency to vote on 15 -percent fee increase May 2
continued front Page I
in July, he said.
Zonobi said ridership among
SJSU students is high this
semester.
"It’s going up steadily on
campus," Zonobi said. "Especially with the current economic situation."
Some students don’t think
the fee increase should be an
issue they think it’s unfair
the sticker fee is included in
their enrollment fees in the first

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

"The whole concept of a preplace.
"I think they should ask us," paid fare structure is it’s across
said freshman pre-law major the board," Zonobi said. "When
Brian Berleth. "We don’t neces- everybody pays, then it becomes
sarily have to take (public trans- very discounted."
portation). Most of us drive
The price for a monthly pass
here. Where is that money going for the public is $39, according
if we don’t use it?"
to the transportation company’s
Jennifer Mendoza, a fresh- Web site.
man political science major said,
SJSU stickers are $21.50 and
"It should be optional. (I never) good for more than an entire
use it at all. I have my own car." semester, Zonobi said.
At this point, the fee raise is
According to Zonobi, having
everybody pay makes the price just a proposal and Zonobi is
of the sticker a lot cheaper.
"countering it," he said.

Transportation
Solutions
sent 18,000 fliers to every SJSU
students who lives in Santa
Clara County, Zonobi said.
The fliers are to inform students about the proposed fare
increase, he said.
They list the members of
company’s board of directors
who will be voting on the proposal, along with contact information, Zonobi said.
"We asked them to contact
their representative and oppose
this," Zonobi said.

a working relationship with the
administration," Brent said.
Under the auspices of the Academic Senate there are nine committees that sub-divide further to
make 15 committees that span
from alcohol and drug abuse prevention to a budget advisory committee to a committee on committees.
As chairman of the Academic
Senate meetings, Brent introduces new policy issues or proposals that come from the subcommittees. After the initial
review, senators may ask questions and a debate may ensue.
One of the most controversial
issues the Academic Senate
recently faced was the building of
the new library. The construction
af the Martin Luther King Jr.
library is an unprecedented move
towards integration of community and university. The SJSU faculty was more opposed than the
administration.
"The opposition to the new
library proposal was extremely
vocal," Brent said.
Faculty and administration
are the two biggest decision-making entities of the university.
"Like in any organization,
there is tension between men and
labor. I think that some faculty
members are inherently suspicious of some administrators,"
Brent said.
Before this, he was vice president of the senate and prior to
that, he was on the University
Library Board, which is where he
first met Patricia Breivik, dean of
the University Library.
"His insights helped get (the
new library proposal) off to a
good start," Breivik said.
Brent has taught political science at SJSU for eight years and
has been actively involved with
the Academic Senate for five
years.
"It’s a very complex series of
issues that the senate gets
involved with," Breivik said. "And
James really sets the tone for all
of the faculty efforts as a senate
and as interfacing with the pres-

ident and the provost. Not a lot of
people can be effective without
stepping on someone’s toes, but
James gets things done and does
it in a nice way."
Standing tall behind a podium
in front of a room full of department-elected professors and
administrators, Brent conducts
the Academic Senate meetings
with mediation and efficiency,
with a concern for time and relevance.
"He’s very good at running
meetings," said Annette Nellen,
the Academic Senate vice president and professor of accounting
and finance.
"As chair(man), you really get
exposure to the whole campus,"
Nellen said. "He also enjoys what
he’s doing, and is very dedicated
to issues of the university."
Brent received his bachelor’s
dgree in advertising and political
science from Southern Methodist
University in Dallas, TX and a
doctorate in political science from
Ohio State University.
He said he likes to gamble and
plays blackjack in Las Vegas.
"I’m not a high stakes gambler," smiles Brent, adding that
he’s never lost more than $100.
Brent grew up in Southern
California, where he met his wife
Darlene Amidon-Brent.
"He’s so well-rounded,"AmidonBrent said. "He balances his personal and professional life so well."
In addition t,o senate chairman, Brent is also a tenured professor of political science and
teaches one class.
"I really like San Jose State,"
Brent said. "I like my students,
and I really enjoy the one class I
teach."
Although the position of chairman of the Academic Senate can
only be held for a maximum of
two years, Brent said he thinks
he’ll continue teaching political
science and has hopes of continued progress among the campus
community.
"It seems like everyone is really interested in the welfare of
this university," Brent said. "A lot
of good people want to make this
a better place."

FLAGS Supplies will be available at table until Tuesday
continued from Page I
"I think it is a great idea. It’s
good for people to stop for a
minute and think about (world
events)," said Khim Lok, the
international programs and services office manager.
International student Amelia
Han stopped t,o make a flag to
promote peace.
"With all the recent things
happening around the world, I
think one feels a need to express
themselves," Han said.
Junior communications mnior
Mai Nguyen said she walked by

the table twice before she stopped.
She said, unlike volunteering
her time, malting a peace flag was
something she could do to get
immediate results.
"I like this a lot. It is something
visual that gets people’s attention
right away," said Nguyen.
Picking a yellow flag, she
immediately began drawing red,
blue and green stick figures, making peace signs inst,ead of faces.
Within a few minutes, her flag
was complete and hanging with
the others.
Other International Week
activities will include a study

abroad fair, an tnternational student workshop for jobs and
careers, a fund-raising dinner at
the International House and a
pancake breakfast, said Louis
Gecenok, the international student adviser.
During the pancake breakfast,
international students wear traditional dress and provide international entertainment while
serving
breakfast,
said
Cherkasky Makhni.
Students can make peace flags
today through Tuesday, 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. in front of the Student
ITnion.

Israeli forces encircle Palestinians
at holy site and refugee camp
BETHLEHEM, West Bank
(AP) Israeli tanks rolled into
the West Bank’s largest city,
Nablus, on Wednesday and other
troops laid siege to a refugee
camp in Jenin, battling Palestinians who barricaded entrances
and fought back with bombs and
guns. Soldiers also encircled hundreds of Palestinian gunmen
holed up in the church marking
Jesus’ birthplace.
Twelve Palestinians and an
Israeli soldier were killed on the
sixth day of Israel’s offensive
aimed at crushing Palestinian
militias and stopping terror
attacks on Israeli civilians.
Shortly before midnight,
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon convened the Security
Cabinet, made up of his most
senior ministers, to approve the
next stage of the open-ended
"Operation Protective Wall." Only
two major West Bank towns
Hebron and Jericho were still
under Palestinian control late
Wednesday. No details about the
meeting were immediately available.
President Bush repeated his
support for the Israeli assault.
"He understands and respects
Israel’s right to defend herself,"
White House spokesman Ari
Fleischer said.
Secretary of State Colin Powell said he was weighing a meeting with Israeli and Arab leaders
during a trip to Europe next
week.
"My mind is open," Powell told
reporters at the State Department. "We are examining all possibilities. I would not rule out
meeting with anybody where it
would serve a uheful purpose."
Powell later said in an inter-
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view with CBS’ "60 Minutes 11"
that it was not out of the question
that he would go to the Middle
East.
Also, Powell said, he intends to
step up his efforts to have a
Palestinian state emerge quickly,
once negotiations are resumed.
"The Palestinian people have
to see that there is a political
process, and not just a cease-fire
and security process ..., which
will lead quickly to a Palestinian
state," Powell said.
The European Union, meanwhile, said it would send a highlevel mission to the Middle East
to urge the sides to open negotiations. The move came hours after
top EU official Romano Prodi
criticized U.S. peace efforts, asking Washington to stand down
and make room for other nations
to try.
U.S. special envoy Anthony
Zinni remains in the region striving to implement a truce plan
authored last June by CIA chief
George Tenet. The U.S. Embassy
hasn’t released any information
on his activities in recent days,
and no meetings were scheduled
with either Israelis or Palestinians.
But daily anti-Israeli protests
in the Arab world grew more vio-

lent. Thousands of Lebanese and
Palestinians clashed with security forces Wednesday outside the
U.S. Embassy in Beirut, with at
least 25 reported injured as protesters threw stones and security
forces used tear gas and water
cannons.
Under pressure to cut off ties
completely with Israel, Egypt
took a more limited step Wednesday, announcing it would suspend
all diplomatic contacts with
Israel except those aimed at helping the Palestinians.
In New York, the U.N. Security
Council debated a Palestinian backed resolution aimed at pressuring Israel to withdraw from
its cities but deferred voting until
at least Thursday.
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Baseball with a lesson

H20 art

A tournament trip
to Hawail offered
more than games
for the SJSU
baseball team
By Andrew Bollinger
DAILY STAFF WRITER

..Indrea Scott

Members of the Santa Clara Aquamaids
practiced a routine in the San Jose State University aquatic center on Tuesday afternoon. The
team of experienced synchronized svvimmers,

Daffy Staff

who just returned from competition in Germany,
will participate in a national competition in Ohio
in two weeks.

The Spartan baseball team
spent its spring break in
Hawaii.
No, the players weren’t
there on vacation
they
weren’t there to enjoy the
warm weather and beaches
they were there to play in the
27th Annual Ohana Hotel &
Resorts Rainbow Easter Tournament.
Even though it was Easter
vacation and the team was in
Hawaii to play games, that
didn’t stop San Jose State
University head coach Sam
Piraro from making sure his
players got a lesson in history.
Piraro, whose father served
in World War II, took his team
to Pearl Harbor to see the USS
Arizona Memorial.
He said Pearl Harbor is an
important part of history, and
he takes his team there every
year when they travel to
Hawaii.
"I’ve always felt this generation doesn’t really have an
appreciation for all the things
they have," Piraro said. "I want
our players to appreciate our
great country."
Piraro said some of his players may have had grandparents
who were in World War II,
which made it all the more
important for them to visit
Pearl Harbor and see the USS
Arizona Memorial, where more

than 1,1UU men limt their lives
when the ship sank after being
attacked by Japan in World
War II.
"It’s a big part of our history," outfielder Nate Corrick
said.
Corrick said there’s an auditorium just off the water, close
to the USS Arizona, where a
movie is shown telling the history of the ships that were at
Pearl Harbor when it was
attacked, and tells what happened that day.

"I’VE ALWAYS FELT
THIS GENERATION
DOESN T HAVE AN
APPRECIATION FOR ALL
OF THE THINGS THEY
HAVE. I WANT OUR
PLAYERS TO
APPRECIATE OUR GREAT
COUNTRY."
Sam Piraro,
"The movie was pretty
depressing," Corrick said. "It
was actually kind of sad."
Pitcher Mickey Manzo said
watching the video made him
feel like he was there.
"It was real live footage,"
Manzo said. "You could see the
expressions on peoples’ faces."
Catcher Scott Niheu, whose
father is from Hawaii. said he
has been to Pearl Harbor five
or six times.
"Every time I go it’s a humbling experience," Niheu said.
"Before that, the USA was
almost untouchable."
Niheu said coach Piraro did-

n’t talk a lut about Pearl Harbor, but left the players to come
to their own conclusions about
what it meant.
"Everybody’s going to get
something different out of it,"
Niheu said. "Especially after 911."
Although Piraro made time
to take the team to Pearl Harbor, he said that besides going
out to breakfast, there was little time for any other team
functions.
The Spartans played nine
games in the nine days in while
in Hawaii, finishing 8-1 and
winning the 27th Annual
Ohana Hotel & Resorts Rainbow Easter Tournament.
Players weren’t able to get
out to the beach during the day
not only because of a lack of
free time, but for another reason, Piraro said.
He said he kept his players
out of the sun during the day
when they weren’t playing
games because the heat could
drain their energy, and he
didn’t want that to affect
their performance on the
field.
Piraro said he did let his
players have a few free hours
at night, but set a strict curfew.
"They had to understand we
had our guidelines," Piraro
said. "It was not a vacation. It
was a business trip."
Overall, Piraro said he was
happy with the trip to Hawaii
and thought his players handled themselves well.
He said he was "extremely
happy" with the team, had no
problems during the trip, and
got what he wanted.
"We wanted to win the tournament
we accomplished
that," Piraro said.
The Spartans (25-9) return
to action Friday through Sunday as they host No. 3 Rice
University at Municipal StadiUM.

Nagging knee problem forces www.thespartandaily.com
Jordan out for rest of season
WASHINGTON (AP)
Michael Jordan will miss the
rest of the season because of
nagging problems with his
knee.
The Washington Wizards
placed Jordan on the injured
list Wednesday, one day after
he scored a career-low two
points in a career-low 12 minutes of a loss to the Los Angeles Lakers.
"I think it is best at this
point to rest the knee and let it
heal properly," Jordan said in a
statement released by the team.
"I tried to get back and play as
soon as possible and, early on,
the knee responded well. But
after the swelling this morning,
I think it’s best to give it rest."
Jordan had arthroscopic
surgery Feb: 27 to repair torn
cartilage in his right knee. He
missed 12 games before returning to the active roster on
March 20 in Denver and has
appeared in seven games since,
all as a reserve.
surgery,
his
"Following
Michael did absolutely everything to come back as quickly as
possible to help this team in our
playoff push," general manager
Wes Unseld said. "In doing that:
Michael probably pushed a little too hard."
Jordan reiterated that he

plans to play next season if he
is physically able.
"I signed a two-year contract
to play," Jordan said. "Obviously, my health will always determine my playing status. But at
this time, my plan is to play
next season."
Jordan traveled with the
Wizards to Milwaukee late
Tuesday for Wednesday night’s
game against the Bucks, but he
returned to Washington on
Wednesday afternoon. Bobby
Simmons was activated off the
injured list and was to be in
uniform for the Milwaukee
game.
Jordan leads the Wizards in
scoring with 23.3 points per
game, but he has not been the
same since he knocked knees
with teammate Etan Thomas in
the final game before the All Star break.
Jordan struggled for five
games after the break before
opting for surgery. His struggles
coincided with the Wizards’ fall
from the playoff picture.
The Wizards were 8-19 since
the All -Star break entering
Wednesday’s game as they
chase Indiana for the final playoff berth in the Eastern Conference. Jordan has never been on
a team that didn’t make the
postsrason

The Wizards had eight
games remaining in the regular
season going into the game at
Milwaukee.
The 39 -year-old Jordan
played only in the first half of
the 113-93 loss to the Lakers,
but coach Doug Collins said it
was because the game was
one-sided and that Jordan
needed the rest. Jordan’s minutes were inconsequential to
the outcome, and for the first
time in his career he was a
marginal, no-factor player off
the bench.
After the game, Jordan said
his knee felt fine, and he gave
no indication he was done for
the season.
"I was in no pain," Jordan
said after the game. "It was
Doug’s decision to make sure I
don’t overdo it."
Jordan battled tendinitis in
both knees and his wrist, and
had to overcome back spasms
and two broken ribs as he prepared for his second comeback
last summer. Nevertheless, he
vowed to play all 82 games.
Jordan’s season scoring
average is the second lowest of
his career, ahead only of his
second season with the Chicago
Bulls in 1985-86, when he
broke his foot and played just
19 mimes

Texans tab Bulldog Carr as No.1 pick
The
HOUSTON (AP)
Houston Texans have confirmed
one of the NFL’s worst kept
secrets: Fresno State quarterback David Carr will be the first
pick in the April 20 draft.
Texans owner Bob McNair
said Wednesday that discussions with Mike Sullivan, Carr’s
agent. have been going well and
the team believes a contract
will be worked out soon.
"To win, you have to have a
good quarterback," McNair
said. "We know we have to get
that outstanding player. He’s
going to be a rookie. He’s going
to make a lot of mistakes. To
learn, you have to make mistakes."
Texans general manager
Charley Casserly, who had previously acknowledged that Carr
was likely to be his choice over
Oregon quarterback Joey Harrington among others, said contract talks would resume the

week of the draft, scheduled.
"We felt he was the best player in the draft," Casserly said.
"You got a real solid individual
off the field and a real talented
individual on the field."
Sullivan helped negotiate a
$62 million, six -year deal for
Atlanta quarterback Michael
Vick, the No. 1 pick in last
year’s draft. He wouldn’t comment on terms, although in general, NFL contracts follow a
pattern when the same player
is selected at the same position
in the draft.
In 37 games at Fresno State,
Carr completed 62.8 percent of
his passes for 7,849 yards, 70
touchdowns and 23 interceptions. As a starter, he had an 188 record, including postseason
play.
As a senior, Carr led the
nation with 4,308 yards passing
and 42 touchdown passes,
becoming only the sixth quer-

terback in NCAA history to
throw for more than 4,000
yards and more than 40 touchdown passes in the same season. He led the Bulldogs to an
11-2 regular season record.
Carr finished fifth in the
Heisman Trophy voting and
won the Johnny Unitas Golden
Arm Award as the nation’s top
senior quarterback.
Houston is still looking for a
veteran free agent quarterback
to run the offense while Carr
gets educated, Casserly said.
While the Texans are
impressed by Carr’s accieate
passing and strong work ethic,
Casserly said the team also
likes that his personality is well
grounded by his family life.
Carr and his wife, Melody,
have been married about three
years and have a son.
Casserly said Carr was
expected to buy his new home in
Houston on Saturday.
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Left, A suspected drunk driver is given a sobriety test by a
University Police Department officer. The man was cited and his
car was towed after he vvas found over the legal blood alcohol
limit for someone under 21 and in posession of marijuana. His
car was temporarily impounded because he was too intoxicated
to drive home. According to Officer Eric Wong, the UPD pulls
over, on average, at least one intoxicated driver per night.

PATROL I he night beat
continued from PAIN
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who work the sante shift at a larger department may
not know each other’s names.
Ric Abeyta, UPD chief-of-police, said in addition to
more than 30 sworn police officers, the department
includes non-sworn personnel working in administrative support, traffic and parking operations and emergency preparedness.
According to Tassio, UPD officers work 12-hour
shifts and are split into four teams, two for the day and
two for the evening shifts.
As Tassio began his patrol, he said when officers
patrol the campus and its vicinity, they keep their eyes
open for a few things, noting that if something seems
suspicious, they will check it out.
If any of the building doors look jarred or windows
are broken, it would fall under the suspicious category,
he said.
Vandalism is another clue that criminal activity has
taken place in an area, he said.
After patrolling the campus once and driving
through the neighborhood, Tassio spoke of the different
homeless and teen shelters in the area surrounding
SJSU.
"They’re (the shelters) great. We appreciate what
they’re doing," Tassio said.
According to Tassio, many of the people on the
streets who get into trouble aren’t looking for information on local shelters.
"Some people may be addicted to drugs or alcohol
and they know that the shelters won’t accept either
substance," Tassio said. "I’ll ask them if they want information on a shelter and many times the response is ’no,
I’d rather go to jail than a shelter.’ They might camp out
on porches, or conunit crimes. It isn’t a major problem,
but is still an issue."
While on patrol, officers also look out for drivers
breaking the law.
Tassio noticed a brake light was out on a low rider
style car.
The glittery-painted vehicle was a custom car and
had a driver and one passenger. Once the driver noticed
the flashing lights of the patrol car behind them, the
driver pulled to the curb on Eighth and Santa Clara
streets.
Tassio approached the vehicle cautiously, as he said
he does for each stop he makes.
He asked to see the license and registration of both
parties. The driver claimed he didn’t have his license
with hirn. Shortly thereafter, the driver decided he did
have a California identification card with him that he
had forgotten about.
Tassio called in both nwnbers to dispatch and
searc.hed for any outstanding warrants.
Officer Eric Wong arrived as backup.
The two males were asked to exit the vehicle. Tassio
then searched the men and asked them to sit on the
curb while the dispatcher nut their records.
In the meantime, Wong searched the vehicle.
The driver was issued a citation because he didn’t
have a current license and had a restriction for a prior
driving incident.
The two males were told to get any belongings out of
the vehicle before it was towed.
"We don’t want to ever be predictable. We don’t have
routine routes," Tassio said.
He said UPD has a good worlcing relationship with
the San Jose Police Department, noting that the two
agencies share jurisdiction in a one-mile radius that
surrounds the campus.
UPD has jurisdiction of the SJSU campus.
According to Tassio, the area of Martha Street, south
of campus, used to be known for its presence of drugs and
transients.
"It was since cleaned up. It (the problem / just moves
from one place to another: Tassio said.
While patrolling a dark, unpaved alley south of campus, Tassio explained that the area has been a known site
of prostitution as well as a drop off point for stolen vehicles.
Tassio said the department is informed of what cars
have been stolen and is on the lookout for them as they
patrol.
"We can run the (license) plate of a car," Tassio said.
According to Tassio, the results will verify the registered owner of the car and will show any violations that
may be associated with the vehicle.
As Tassio made his rounds, he often keyed the radio
and announced his location. The dispatcher then
acknowledged the call and wrote down his location in the
event that backup is needed.
According to Tassio, calling for backup is encouraged
and is a common occurrence among officers in the department.

Below, Officer Lee Tassio puts the final touches on paper
work for a possession of marijuana citation on Friday, March 15.
The driver was originally stopped for running a red light and his
car was searched after officers smelled alcohol. The search
resulted in potential burglary tools and boxcutters in the driver’s
side door compartment. The driver of the vehicle was cited and
his car was impounded for the night.
Bottom, Officer Eric Wong reads a name off a driver
license to the University Police Department’s dispatcher to
check for outstanding warrants. The driver, pulled over for driving at night with his headlights off, had no warrants against
him and was released with a warning.

"If you’re in doubt, you should call it in: Tassio said.
Later in the everting, a stop was made by Wong when
a driver ran a red light. While in pursuit of the vehicle,
the driver pulled into the back of an apartment building.
The driver and passenger were detained and the vehicle was searched.
Wong discovered a handful of sharp cutting type tools
in the driver’s side door. Marijuana was also found as well
as a small porcelain object referred to as "ninja rocks."
According to Wong, ninja rocks are talcen from spark
plugs and used to break glass, and are considered burglary tools.
The driver, who was under the age of 21, was given a
field sobriety test as well as a breath test.
His breath test determined that he had used a substance and was not in a condition to drive.
The passenger was given the opportunity to drive,
although his driver’s license c,ame back with a restriction.
The two males were told to talce anything of value out
of the car because it was going be impounded. Citations
were written and the two men were then asked to walk
home.
AS thf night progressed, Tassio drove past a frat,ernity
house that was throwing a party.
Abeyta said UPD is currently providing "primary law

rerh-WrirrOirtitirstirkkkirk=t44-40001JPOr4WrItTegrliglifigigir

enforcement services to recognized fraternities and sororities in the nearby community."
According to Tassio, when a fraternity throws a party,
there must be a ratio of one hired security guard to every
150 partygoers.
If a group expects a large amount of people, it is up to
them to hire the correct number of security.
Tassio said that many SJPD and UPD officers contract their services on their days off.
According to Tassio, most of the time the actual fraternity members are not the ones creating the trouble.
It is usually the people attend the parties, he said.
"Frat parties usually cause issues with drunk in public: Tassio said.
Abeyta said UPD is an organization committed to
quality service and continuous improvement.
As a SJSU community member, Abeyta stated, "You
have a right to expect prompt, courteous and professional service from every member of the University Police
Department."
Tassio said that he enjoys his job and doesn’t have any
plans to move to another agency since UPD has been a
good agency to work for.
"I like helping people," Tassio said.
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Chinese Cuisine

MITSUBISHI
MOTORS
education edge

FOOD TO GO
r-

Box I.unrh to Go
Caunirag Avadf,h1,
Luniled Ihdrerrl

Szrrhuan Curios,
3larirlann
I ’inch and !amnia
OfornI)ady - rimed Sunday

We accept: VISA MC AMEX DIS

V1K i’VQ1a
294-3303 or 998-9427

MITSUBISHI’S EDUCATKIN EDGE PRIXIMAINE

131 F. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
/3etween 1rd and 4th Street
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DOWN

(

INTEREST

C

PAYMENTS FOR
AN ENTIRE YEAR

y

Dance into Spring with
Salsa & Swing
Come join the SJSU Ballroom Dance
Club for their Spring Social

AND A $500 REBATE*

When: Saturday, April 1:ith
Where: Barrett Room, Student Union
Time: 6:00 PM - 12:00 AM
6:15 - 7:30 - Beg./Int. Salsa Lesson
7:45 - 9:00 Beg./Int. Lindy Lesson
9:00 - 12:00 Dancing
Refreshments, Dance Demonstrations, lack -N-1111 Contests.
Prizes, and more!
$15.00* for 2 lessons and the Party
$10.00’ for Party Only starting at 9:00 PM
’RIX Merrobtre !Amount Aoallable

To get your tickets early, Join us at the Ballroom Dance Club on
Tuesday nights in SPX 89!Tickets are also available at the door.

PUTTING OFF CAR PAYMENTS.
AN IMPORTANT LIFE LESSON.
H

currently a college senior or a giaduate student, or have graduated within the last hvo year... you may be able to drivri
oft with a new 2002 Mitsubishi an() a $600 rebate. We call it the ’Mitsubishi Education Edge Program.** You c.an call it Heaven
More than lust a college grad program, it gives you the chance for easy qualifying and great rates Drtve off in any new 2002

Mitsubishi, includrng thn ail-new Lancer. with 0 down, 0 interest
Reta,Ier today. It’s not
inu need to ltoo by the bank

No experience, no partner, no problem!

0 payments for

an entire year** Flurry

mitsubisItIcars.comieducationedge

in to your iocal Mitsubishi
1-118S-MITSU2002
y
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ENTERTAINME T
No Doubt has ’Hella Good’ performance at Event Center
IDS1- SIATI UNI \

I If

11’RIL 4, 2002

By Andrew Bollinger
DAILY STAFF WRITIR
No Doubt performed at the
San Jose State University Event
Center in front of a sell-out crowd
last Monday to kick off Spring
Break.
Lead singer Gwen Stefani, and
the rest of No Doubt, electrified

REVIEW
the teenage dominated audience
with an array of sing-a-longs and
lively body language.
The
band
changed
to
Caribbean type music on its latest album, "Rock Steady," that
gave the Event Center audience a
touch of reggae, while not going
far from the ska pop roots the
band is known for.
Like Madonna’s influence in
the 80s, Stefani’s influence on the
teenage girls at last week’s show
was apparent.
Much of the female dominated
audience sported "Gwenabe" Tshirts, pink hair, half shirts, or
double ponytails attempting to
look like Stefani.
Many of the young girls had
their parents by their side as they
cheered Stefani.

photo courtesy of Interscope Records
No Doubt performed to a sold-out audience at the Event Center on March 25. The band performed songs from its latest album,
"Rod< Steady," including the hit song, "Hey Baby" and latest single,
"Hella Good."

At one point in the show, Steheavy bass mixed in.
fani acknowledged her young
Their next three songs, which
fans.
featured "Dance Hall," also from
"All the little girls here are the new album, were played at a
dying to see the concert," she slower pace than the first few
said. "I apprecisongs and feaate that."
tured
heavy
The audience
trumpet play
was energized
and slow base.
from
the
Halfway
THE AUDIENCE WAS
moment
No
through
the
Doubt took the
show,
No Doubt
ENERGIZED FROM THE
stage, as Stepicked up the
fani
strutted
MOMENT No DOUBT
tempo
again
her stuff.
and got back to
TOOK THE STAGE, AS
Male audithe high energy
ence members
level they startSTEFAN!
STRUTTED
HER
seemed to be
ed the show off
especially
with.
STUFF.
entertained as
The crowd
Stefani danced
became excited
and jumped all
and
cheered
over the stage sporting a half when the band played their old
shirt and a lot of hip movement in hits, "Excuse Me Mister" and
leopard pants - guys in the front "Happy Now," before going back
row definitely got their money’s to some of its newer songs includworth.
ing "Hey Baby" and
"Rock
The pop band started it’s hour Steady."
and a half long concert on a pink
No Doubt ended the concert
lighted stage with "Hella Good," with a three-song encore that
from their new album, "Rock included some new songs and one
Steady" and continued with "Sun- of their more popular older songs
day Morning" and "Ex-Girl- - "Spider Web."
friend."
The Southern California
These were played with high band ignited an uproar of boos
energy and fast paced beats with when Stefani took the time

between songs to mention the
band’s next show -Los Angeles
- but the boos quickly turned to
cheers when the singer proclaimed the San Jose audience
the best of their seven tour stops
so far.
One of the highlights of the
show took place near the end
when someone dressed in a
generic gorilla suit ran onstage
and playfully tackled Gwen Stefani, drawing a response from the
audience.
The Gorilla appeared to be
part of show - not some crazed
fan rushing the stage - as Stefani kept her cool and seemed to
have fun wrestling with the person.
Although No Doubt doesn’t
have the same energy or history
as some of the older, bigger name
bands around, its fast tempo,
high-energy performance entertains.
The young fans in attendance
seemed especially energetic
throughout the show, cheering for
hit songs and for the always
entertaining dance moves of the
belly-barring Stefani, whose
young, female fans danced out
the Event Center doors all the
way to the parking lot.
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT

WAREHOUSE POSITION
Available Monday -Friday
Part/Full Time 10am-7pm.
Detail oriented Order Puller
$8.00 per hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff.
Apply in person,
Monday - Friday 8am-5pm
1404 S. 7th St. San Jose.
Corner of 7th & Alma.

$12.05 /HOUR. WORK WITH
CHILDREN & ADULTS WITH
DISABILITIES. P/T Flexible
HR COORDINATOR
schedules Office of Therapeutic
STUDENT UNION, INC.
Services.
Contact
Laune
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY Yarwasky. 408-267-0200.
PT (30-35 his/wk, 9am-3pm M-F)
position in small HR dept. in a
ACCOUNTING MANAGER
non-profit org. Payroll/personnel
Student Union, Inc.
experience a must. Temporary
San Jose State University
assignment, May1-Sept 30 with Immediate opening in a local
possible extension. $15 per non-profit. BS in Accounting
hour - no benefits. Contact Mary required. (MBA or CPA preferred)
Lewis, HR Specialist at 408- 4 - 5 years experience in super924-6322, M -F 9am-5pm for vising a full-charge accounting
application. AA/EOE/ADA Employer. office. ACCPAC Advantage
experience a plus. Computer
BILLING & SUBSCRIPTION and platform skills required.
CLERK. P/T Student Assistant Ability to work with diverse staff
at the Spartan Daily. Train Now & clientile necessary. Salary for Fall Semester. Must have $47,460 - $67.080 w/excellent
excellent computer. communi- benefits. Alply online at
cation and organization skills. www.unlon.s su.edu or Call
Own transportation necessary. (408) 924-83 0, 9a.m. - 5p.m.
Looking for return student with Mon.-Frl. for an application.
multiple semesters remaining. DEADLINE: 3/22/02 at 5pm.
Bus. or Acctng. major preferred An AA/EOE/ADA Employer.
but not required. 10+ flexible
hours/week. Call Pat, 924-3283 PT SHIPPING Receiving Clerk
or stop by DBH 203 from Music.Jvideo etailer Sunnyvale.
8-30am-2130pm for application. 16-20 hrs. Flex hrs. 408-985-7703.

General

BICYCLE MESSENGERS
Looking tor your not so traditional
bike messengers. You don’t
need experience we’ll train you.
You will need a bike. lock.
helmet & common sense. All
welcome to appy for thus fun,
OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY flexible, outdoors job. Apply in
Now hiring Servers for lunch & person at Inner City Express
dinner. Secretary position also 22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
needed tor Sat and Sunday. No Cross street is N. First.
exp. needed Apply on person at
51 N. San Pedro St. San Jose LICENSED NUTRITIONIST
Lead nutrition conditioning class
FACILITY MANAGER - The in San Jose, Per Diem 6 hrs
currently
is
week/no benefits. Call Peter
Group
per
Care
Unity
seeking two Facility Managers 408-295-0228 Resume. 730
homes
for
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
to manage group
at -risk youth in the San Jose fax 408-295-2957.
area Min 2 yrs exp working with
at-nsk youth in a supervision role GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
BA req. Must be avail to work help needed for small exclusive
afternoons shop and kennel PT, Tues-Sat
and
mornings
benefits Fax Must be reliable. honest. able to
$26-$32K/year
resume
to 281-4288, email do physical work Prefer exp
hrOunitycare.com or call working w/ dogs, but will train
Great poly for dog lover Can
Melissa at 408-281-4268.
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
0
Call 371-9115
$35-985/HRI Wear costume
events 4 luds. S Bay SF FUN, Must
have car. be avail Mrids No exp
req’d Will train CaN 831-457-8166.
REWARDING, MEANINGFUL
Work: Roommate for adults
w/develmtl disabilrbes. exchange
for rent. Instructor/staff needed
also for tchng daily living skills
$9.50/hr. 408-248-4464 x10.

ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly - Will Train
All Shifts Open Grave Bonus
408-247- 4827
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
Perfect for Students’
Earn $250 eve weekend’
Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7878
$250/day potential Bartending
Training provided
1-800-293-3985 ext 559
COMPUTER, INTERNET People
Wanted. Up to $25-$75/hr.
PT/FT. Free booklet.
806437-9165. 24 hr rec
www.LrveLffeFullycom
Certain sclvertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
Information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or ~chimed I se.

For Part -Time and
Full -Time Positions, call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983
Office jobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
Phone: (650) 320-9698
Fax: (650) 320-9688
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
COUNSELOR-Work with at-risk
youth in boys or girls group
homes. Excellent opportunity to
gain exp. in Social Work, Criminal
Justice. and/or Psychology.
Flexible hours; 7-3pm. 12-8pm.
3-I1pm. or 11pm-7am. FT or PT
positions available. Must be 21
with valid license. $9.00$12.00/hr based on education
and experience. Fax resume
with availability to 281-4288.
email hrtitunitycare.com or
call Marissa at 408-281-4268.
fAANAGER for Health & WeNneas
Program in San Jose. Full time.
Call Peter Olson 408-295-0228
or mail your resume to Easter
Seals Bay Area. 730 Empey
Way, San Jose 95128 or fax
275-9858.
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & eam good
money. Call 867-7275.
NASA will pay $8 an hour for
participating in Human Factors
studies Must be 18-40. US Citizen or have Green Card. Call
650-604-5118 for details.
ATTENTION:
WE NEED HELP
$25-$75 Per Hour PT/FT
FREE TRAINING - CALL
868-736-7812
www lifesawesome.com

Q_PPORTUNMES
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Be a $ucce$$’ Be your own boss
& enjoy unlimited earnings FT/PT
Info:opportunityintotitigo.com
STOP STARVING, STUDENT!
Make extra EV Go to
www treguides com Simply
click on Student Interests’

PHN:
FAX:

classined@jmc.sjsu.edu

TEACHERS. SUBS
CAS111.1EJA SCHOOL Summer
and
Camp Palo Alto Camp Counselors
RECREATION LEADERS
& Lifeguards needed! Come have
a summer of FUN & SUNSHINE! Enjoy working with kids? Join
Great pay. food & colleagues. the team at Small World
LIVE-IN OR LIVE OUT NANNY Download an application at Schools. get great experience
for two kids ages 9 and 14. Valid www.castilleja.org or call Nancy WORKING VVITH CHILDREN
Drivers License witto good driving Nagramada, 650-328-3160x109. AGES 5-12 years in our before
record required. Must also do
and after school rec. programs.
light housekeeping. Call Stacey LIFEGUARD, Instructional SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
for details at 408-656-6841.
Lifeguard & Aquatic Specialist. offers competitve pay, health
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks benefits for 30 + hrs. excellent
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT part or full time for San Jose. training, and a fun woo* environEstablished Los Gatos agency Mon-En, $8.91411.82. Call Peter ment. We can often offer flexible
seeks warm, caring students or Jacob - 295-0228. Resume: hours around your school
for part and full time
730 Empey Way, San Jose schedule. This is a great job
nanny positions.
95128 or fax 408-275-9858.
for both men and women.
We list only the best jobs!
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or
Hours flexible around school RECREATION LEADER. City of fu resume to 408-283-9201.
from 15 hrs/wk to full time
San Jose, $12.05 hr. starting You will need at least 6 units rn
$15-$18/HR
Rewarding job for someone who ECE, recreation. music, Once,
STANFORD PARK NANNIES enjoys wAing wtth youth. Here’s
art ph s ed human services
408-395-3043
your opportunity to make a differ- social welfare. nursing, sociology.
www.spnannies.com
ence in a chiki’s tile. seeking psychology, home economics
candidates wdeadership, organi- or elementary education.
zation & problem solving skills to
EMPLOYMENT
implement exciting atter school
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
programs. Hours M-F afternoons Special Ed & Regular Class.
Recreation
and Sat. mornings Candidates $10.86-$15.43/hr Saratoga Sch.
must have a high school diploma Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info
GREAT RECREATION JOBS or equiv. & pass a background
& applcation. Immediate Need.
check before starting their work
RECREATION DEPARTMENT. assignment. For more informaSUMMER AOUATICS
tion contact the Hiring Unit at WORD PROCESSING
Water Safety Instructors (WSI). 979-7826 or download at
Lifeguards. Pay: $6.92-$10.34/hr http://jobs.cityofsj.org.
PROFESSIONAL
SUMMER DAY CAMP LEADEFIS
WORD PROCESSING
FT must be avail. M-F, 8:30amHave your theses, term papers,
5:30pm. No ECE Units req.. Pay
EMPLOYMENT
group projects. etc. professionRange: $6.75-13.80/hour Call
ally typed APA a specialty.
Laurie 354-8700x224. Leaders Education/Schools
Experienced & dependable.
hired tor the summer have the
Almaden/Branham area. Call
opportunity to work P/T from 2- TEACH SUMMER Science/ Linda tor an appointment at
6pm, during the school year in our Nature camps up to 35 hrs/wk.
(408) 264-4504.
after schord enrichment program. Year-round opportunities also
available. Youth Science Institute.
SERVICES
DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors 408-356-4945 x12. Fax: 408wanted for San Jose day camp 358-3683. www.ysi-ca.org.
IMMIGRATION
with emphasis on Mufti-Cultural,
Work and Family Visas.
environ. & sports programs for CITY OF SAN JOSE Parks.
girls. M -F. June-Aug. Salary + Recreabon &Community Services Green Cards. Naturalization
408-738-4893
brifts. 408-287-4170 ext. 220 or LEARNS Srle Coordinator. Salary
www vipmmigration.com
www.girlscoutsofscc.org/camps $16.96/hr. The LEARNS Program
operates weekdays after school New Smile Choice MIMI Plan
SUBSTITUTE
until 6:00 p.m and provides loncludes cosmetic) $69.00 per
RECREATION LEADERS
age-appropriate curriculum. Site year. Save 30.. - 68’4. For info
Join the SMALL WORLD Coordinator is responsible for the
call 1-800-655-3225 or
SCHOOLS team as a Substitute development, implementation
www.studentdentatcom or
Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy the and evaluation of the after-school
www
goldenwestdental.com.
flexibility you need. Small World program and supervision of 2-4
Schools IS looking tor students staff members. Must be 18 years
SPECIALIST!
RELATIONSHIP
wanting to work with children in or older. and have experience in
Extremely accurate. clear
our before and after school care supervising elementary school
answers
to
all
of
your
questions.
programs. As a substitute you children in an after -school setCaring readers available to talk
can choose which days you’re ting. For more information.
Special
Student
wffh you now.
available for work. The only contact Kendra Yam or Adnene
Discounts Available Enjoy online
requirement is your desire Braddock at (408) 979-7833
& Free Numerology Report
to work with children ages E mail ken dra . yarn 0 ci. sj.ca . u s chat
www.lookingbeyond com.
6 through 12 years in a fun or adnene.braddockeci sj.c.a.us
For entertainment only
18+
atmosphere
recreation type
Looking Beyond. Inc. Call toll
Cell 408-283-9200 today tor an
1-877-955-4155.
free
interview.or fax your resume
to 408-283-9201.

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/Nannies
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

Name

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Day
Days
Days
Days Days
3 lines
$7
$9
$5
511
$13
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day

Address

FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS;

City IS State

*Lost & Found

Zip code

Bnona

20 + consecutive issues receive 10. off
40 consecutive issues receive 20. off
50 + consecutive issues receive 25. off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students. staff a faculty.
First line in bold for no eera charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may tie set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF

Please check
one classification:

Send check or money order b: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Lost and Found’
Announcements
_ Campus Clubs
_Greek Messages
_Events
_Volunteers
_For Sale
_Electronics
_Wanted
_Employment
_ Opportunittes

408-924-3277
408-924-3282

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thnlls
insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing

SHARED HOUSING

RENTAL HOUSING

BIG 2BR 1.5 BA Mt Vew twnhse
to share. W/D. dishwshr. catie. DSL.
pool Near 101 $750 415699-1992 Knsten@monsters net

1920’S CLASSIC 18E1/1 BA for
clean, quiet, sober financially
responsible Park. Yard Hrdwd
ftrs 551-553 So 6th $900 & up
Peter 408-7461900 or 292-1890

SJSU INTF_RNATTONAL HOUSE
Fun & Friendly environment
5 minute walk to campus
Well-equipped kitchen
Computer and Study rooms
2 pianos & game rooms
Laundry facilities
Parking
For American and International
Students Call 924-6570 or stop by
for a tour or visit our website
www.sisu.edu/depts/thouse.
360 S 11th St. behveen San
Salvador & San Carlos.

HEALTH / BEAUTY
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call Birthright. 408-241-8444 or
800-550-4900 Free/Confidential.

SPOTLESS 2 BDRM 1 BA APT.
Parking, laundry, 2 blks so SJSU.
$1300/mo dep 408-559-1356
NICE 2 BORM / 1 BATH APT..
$1250/mo. $500 move in bonus. 3
min walk to SJSU 408-995-5525

FOR SALE
TIPS TO RAISE YOUR GPA!!
Send $5 check & return addnsas
1842 Palo
to: WO Publishin
Santo Dr. Campbe I, CA 95008.
25% STUDENT DISCOUNT!
Advertise in Classifieds!
Cheap & Easy’

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1
4
9
14
15
16
17

Hearth residue
Rib
Insect stage
Cost
Auspices
Locales
Offae worker (2
wds )
19 Wind up
20 Bumbling
21 Glimmerings
23 Warrior Pnncess
24 Inner seff to Jung
27 "Star Wars’ guru
30 Germ
32 Collar
33 High voices
37 Bnght
39 Sums
40 Inventors
protections
42 Neutral color
43 Branches ofl
44 Souffle ingredient
45 Comfortable shoe
48 Pretona coin
50 Tribal advisor
51 Pesters
55 Major artery
57 Fragrant blossom
58 Small drum
60 Youngster s
romance (2 wds I
64 Clear
65 Author Gertrude
f36 Pullet
67 Oaks and maples
68 Consumed
69 Yeasty brew

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6

Glue on
Trawler gear
’Iliad" beauty
Savoir-faire
Moray
Birthdays

PREVIOUS PUZ2LE SOLVED
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112112BIZI 130101010 0E1120
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131ALIC10
OnkilliiIIILIOD
IFICIIII3 1213181111 OC113121111
Cann 000E1 E1130100
Eii]1317,1 12113013 121001110
3-12-02

r POO? Unclad fIelk..1Syncbcate inc

7 Galahad s trtle
8 Northern native
9 Spoke the
punch
10 Adorn
11 Logic
12 Cargo hauler
13 Question
18 MPG monitor
22 A little brt
24 "- Too Proud
to Beg"
25 Pvt S superiors
26 Retums org
28 "Diane
Comedy"
author
29 Chasm
30 Loons ruffs
31 Organic
compound
33 Cavalry
weapon
34 Sci.fi flick "The
- Man"

1.2311:19’7B

35 Sharpness
36 Toupee.
slangily
38 ’ - Alibi"
40 Explorer
Zebulon
41 State firmly
43 Role model,
maybe
46 Party fabnc
47 Roll by
49 Stray calf
51 Zero
52 Luau welcome
53 Mallet
54 Vista
56 Closet needs
57 Smote Loretta
58 Ebner
sandwich
59 Not their
61 Hagen of films
82 Furry
companion
63 Chart shape
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’Lampoon’ cheap as always
’Van Wilder’ new installment in ’National
Lampoon’ series; has typical cheesy humor
By Komi Nguyen
DAILY STAFF WRITER

Just when it seemed like bathroom humor and unoriginal plots
were out of style,
Hollywood slaps another teen
flick onto the big screen.
"National Lampoon’s Van
Wilder" offers few laughs, most of

REVIEW
which are unsurprisingly focused
on bodily fluids, sex, or the lack of
it.
The story is quite simple. Van
Wilder
(played
by
Ryan
Reynolds) is going into his seventh year at Coolidge College
and his busy and wealthy father
is unaware he has been paying
Wilder’s tuition the whole time.
When his assistant informs
him about his son’s time in
school, his father decides to cut
the funds.
Now Wilder has to come up
with a master plan to find a way
to cover his tuition costs.
That’s no problem when he’s
the most popular person on campus.
He’s so popular that he arid his
roommate Hutch, played by Teck
Holmes, spend t.he first day of the
semester interviewing potential
freshman for a chance t,o serve as
Wilder’s personal assistant.
Most know Holmes from
MTV’s "Real World Hawaii" cast.
His role in the movie is small, but
he is still a memorable and funny
character.
Wilder chooses Taj, played by
Kal Penn, to be his assistant.
Taj is an Indian exchange student who wants to lose his virginity before going back home
to India.
Things start to change when
Gwen Pearson, played by Tara

Reid, steps into the picture. Her
character is an aspiring student
journalist assigned to do a story
on Wilder, which she feels is an
insult to her journalism integrity.
She reluctantly agrees and
finds herself having to attend
countless parties (or dates as
Wilder calls them) in order to
interview him.
Pearson soon realizes that
there is something more to
Wilder than meets the eye.
She realizes the angle on her
story is to find out why Wilder
has not graduau,:.
Her mission is to reveal the
true man behind the party
facade.
The article goes from being an
exasperating experience to an
leaving
Pearson
obsession,
caught up in not only getting the
scoop on Wilder, but also unsurprisingly finding her being
attracted to him on a person.. I
level.
She wants to teach him
responsibility and the reason
why people have to grow up.
It’s not hard to guess that
Wilder also finds interest in Pearson and makes it his mission to
get her to let loose and have fun
for once in her life.
She slowly spends less time
with her boyfriend and more time
going out with Wilder. This
begins to upset Pearson’s
boyfriend Richard Bagg, played
by Daniel Cosgrove.
Bagg, a rich, snobby, pre-med
student should have no reason to
be jealous of
Pearson’s time with Wilder,
but he is.
He makes an effort to put
down Wilder and show how much
better he is, constantly rubbing in
the fact that he’s going to be a
successful doctor while Wilder
will never even graduate from
college.

Now he’s determined to ruin
Wilder in any way he can.
The movie is a mixture of
"Arnerican Pie" humor set in a
"Ferris Bueller’s Day onpremise.
Reid seems to try too hard to
make her character believable as
a serious journalist.
Talking in her low raspy voice
becomes annoying while her
uptight attitude might leave little for anyone to really like about
her character.
The rivalry between Bagg and
Wilder does produce funny
moments, while Trkj is the comedy
relief
Most of what makes the jokes
surrounding Taj work is the fact
that an Indian character is something relatively new in the
movies.
It’s hard to imagine whether
Trkj’s dialogue would have been
half as funny if it were done by
another character.
Taj’s character was a pleasant
surprise and a much-needed
departure from the stereotypes
some may have of people of the
Indian culture.
"National Lampoon" doesn’t
have much more to offer other
than cheap laughs.
I admit it’s hard not to chuckle, or to be exact, grossed out
when a person is passing gas
uncontrollably, or when a seemingly conservative old woman
turns out to be just as bad as any
sex-crazed college student in the
movie.
This is a perfect film for anyone looking for a good time with
friends. It’s not so good for anyone looking for originality, intellectual dialogue or suspense.
With a disappointing and predictable ending, at least the
bloopers shown at the ending
credits will be something to look
forward to.

Above, Van Wilder, played by Ryan
Reynolds, devises a plan for him to stay
in college without his father’s financial
help in "National Lampoon’s Van Wilder."
Reynolds gained fame starring Eierg on the
ABC sitcom "Two Guys and a Girl." Left,
Gwen Pearson, played by Tara Reid,
shows a puck up to Wilder. Pearson is a
student-journalist who tries to uncover the
truth about Wilder not wanting to graduate. The movie is scheduled to debut Friday.
phntos courtesy of Artisan Entertainment

Keeping you up to
date about all the
campus news...
www.thespanandailtcom

A ’National’ movie star is born
’National Lampoon’s Van Wilder’ lead, Ryan
Reynolds, discusses his first major film role
By Joseph Weaver
Dm!) Si

1-1 WRITER

Ryan Reynolds tries to think of
a way to best describe his new
movie, "National Lampoon’s Van
Wilder," and is left with only one
response.
"I think it’s just a really funny
movie," Reynolds said.
Reynolds, a 25-year-old native
of Vancouver, British Columbia,
plays the title role in "Van
Wilder," the newest movie from
the company that made the
movie classics, "Animal House"
and "Christmas Vacation," among
other fihns.
"I’m just floored by being a
part of that legacy," Reynolds
said. "I think everyone that is at
least 20 years old knows these
movies."
’Van Wilder" is Reynolds’ first
lead role.
Reynolds plays a college student, Van Wilder, who enjoys college maybe just a little too much.
Van Wilder is a seventh-year
senior looking for ways to make it
to an eighth year of college fun.
His only problem is that his
parents will no longer support his
college pursuits and he’s left to
find ways to pay for furthering
his "education."
These pursuits include having
a full-time assistant, a personalized golf cart and the keys to
every door on campus.

These things make for many
comedic opportunities that the
movie tries to exploit.
Reynolds wants to make sure
prospective audiences know the
way that these opportunities are
used are not in the typical college-aged movie ways.
"You don’t want to go too far
overboard," he said. "If you do, the
movie turns into "Dude, Where’s
My Car."’
Reynolds was recently on a
nationwide tour of preview
screenings for "Van Wilder." His
hectic schedule took him from
San Francisco to Boston (all in
one-day, no less) among other
places.
"This is something I enjoy," he
said. "So far the response we’ve
received (at the screenings) has
been very encouraging."
Reynolds explained how "Van
Wilder" was a difficult movie to
run television trailers for because
many of the comedic elements are
not suitable for television or take
too long to develop. He said it’s
made his whirlwind tour more
necessary.
"Some of the best stuff in the
movie is set-up, payoff jokes," he
said. "Those kind of jokes take too
long to work on TV ads."
The cast of "Van Wilder" features, among others, Tim Matheson of "Animal House" and
"Fletch" fame.
Matheson, 54, plays Van

Wilder, Sr., the rich father who
decides seven years of college
support is enough for his son.
Reynolds found working with
Matheson to be an enlightening
experience.
"I was really impressed with
Tim," he said. "He’s very helpful
around the set. He is an absolute
class act. The whole cast in general is perfectly cast. I think we
hit it out of the park."
Reynolds may be more familiar to audiences from his starring
role as medical resident Michael
Bergen in the ABC television
series, "Two Guys and a Girl."
Although he enjoys both
movies and television, Reynolds
says he would prefer to do work
on the big screen.
"The quality control is just different in television," he said. "You
can do a show in three or four
days and it’s done. With a movie,
it’s just a much longer process. A
more fulfilling one."
The lesson of the movie,
Reynolds explained, is facing the
reality that the growing-up
process is a necessary one.
"The movie has an underlying
heart," he said. "Still, it’s just a
really funny movie though. I can’t
believe that it is this funny."
The movie-going public ultimately will decide how funny the
movie is beginning Friday, when
"Van Wilder" hits theaters nation wide.

Grammy show to return to New York City
After a
NEW YORK (AP)
four-year hiatus, the Grammy
Awards will return to New York
next year for the 45th annual cerand it was a simple
emony
phone call from new Mayor
Michael Bloomberg that sealed
the deal.
"Only a couple of days after he
was elected, the mayor called me
up in the most humble tones,"
said Michael Greene, head of the
National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences, in announcing
the Grammys’ return to Madison
Square Garden.’
Bloomberg deflected suggesconciltions that his approach
iatory rather than combative

had lured the Grammys back.
"No matter who’s mayor, the
Grammys should come to New
York," Bloomberg said. "The
Grammys belong here because
this is the musical center of the
world."
The 2003 show, the ninth time
the Grammys will have come to
New York, will be held Feb. 23. It
will be the first time the Grammys are broadcast on a Sunday
night.
The annual show generates an
estimated $40 million for the
local economy.
U.S. Sen. Chuck Schumer, also
attending the news conference,
said the return of the Grammys

was particularly significant while
New York rebounds from the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Grammy-winning singer Marc
Anthony, a native New Yorker,
joined Sony Music head Tommy
Mottola in presenting Bloomberg
with an autographed guitar from
Les Paul’s personal collection.
The guitar, which features a
Sept. 11 scene painted on it by a
retired city firefighter, will be
auctioned, and the proceeds
donated to a fund benefitting
widows and orphans of the trade
center rescue workers.
Greene has said he would like
to alternate the show between
New York and Los Angeles.
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